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I. INTRODUCTION
Business today, as always, is faced with many prob-
lems that must be solved. These problems are real and impor-
tant. Their successful solution means continued survival;
their unsuccessful solution means failure.
In the Knitted Outerwear Industry many management
problems exist of general nature common to most industries
throughout the country. There are also some that are pecu-
liar to their own field. Regardless of this distinction, both
classes present many pressing issues facing management. These
problems must be solved adequately in a firm's quest for suc-
cess in the business world.
Upon investigation, I found a New England mill to be
typical of the small units which comprise of most of the firms
in the knitted outerwear field. According to a sample survey
conducted by the Eureau of Labor Statistics, knitting plants
are relatively small. The report found that plants in Phila-
delphia in 1951 » for example, employed from 4 to 330 workers.
The particular mill in question employs between 150 and 160
employees. Its management is faced with the usual internal
problems - proper supervision, experienced personnel, produc-
tion control, etc. - that are common to firms in all fields.
These internal problems are caused by competition from other
firms and are magnified by the fact that keen competition
exists in the knitted outerwear field.
Chapter four is devoted to the description of this

7highly competitive nature of the Knitted Outerwear Industry,
especially as it affects this particular mill. The sequence
continues with a discussion of the relationship between the
issues of competition facing the firm and its internal prob-
lems. Some of the major internal problems are presented in
detail in other chapters.
Furthermore, several of these chapters contain anal-
ysis of internal issues that are characteristic of the knitted
outerwear field. Attempts to solve the serious shortage of
qualified stitchers is described in chapter six. Reasons for
this mill to stay at its present location in Eastern Massachu-
setts are given in chapter four. And the role of synthetics
in the future of the firm is offered in chapter two.
In contrast with the Textile Industry, in which the
Knitted Outerwear Industry is classified as a part, there is
little literature of a descriptive nature. In the past 10 or
15 years, the Knitting Industry as a whole has grown tremen-
dously - too fast for the written word to keep pace. For this
reason I have chosen to write this paper from the viewpoint of
this typical mill. In addition, this approach is a realistic
one. All the facts illustrating business procedure are actual
proceedings that are typical of the firms in the field.
By use of this practical approach, the importance of
recognizing and solving both internal and external problems
can be stressed. The ability of a firm to meet its issues
squarely is the key to a successful future.

8By finding out whether this company has a successful
future and what procedures must be carried out to insure contin-
ued success, I can determine factors that can be applied to many
other firms in the knitted outerwear field. These generaliza-
tions can be useful to other knitting mills since the informa-
tion is drawn from specific instances of the mill which is a
typical one in the industry.
A secondary aim of the paper is a personal one. The
author has an opportunity to make this mill his life's work
and is interested in whether the mill can solve the problems
facing management in the course of ordinary business activities.
If not, what changes must be made in the firm's organization,
policies, and procedures in order to insure a successful future.
These are suggested in light of proper management practices.
Most of the material has originated from the mill it-
self in the form of interviews with the president and general
manager, company files, an on-the-job observation by the author.
This information is supplemented by various business and knitting
books and magazine articles. A complete bibliography accompa-
nies the paper.

TECHNIQUES
The purpose of this thesis is to determin whether
a successful future exists for a small established knitting
mill in Eastern Massachusetts. Problems of both internal
and external nature will be discussed and analyzed with prac-
tical solutions and recommendations offered.
In part of the paper, I shall explore the major
internal problems facing the mill in current operations and
the internal problems that will have to be faced in the near
future. Wherever possible, I shall criticize constructively,
suggest improvements and offer other recommendations - all in
the light of accepted management methods.
The remainder of the paper will deal with external
problems. Ey means of such topics as competition between
North and South, and New England as a locale for knitting
mills, I shall attempt to show the relationship of this mill
to the Knitted Outerwear Industry as a whole.
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II. ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS
As indicated in the introduction, the approach used
in the quest for continued survival in the business world is
from an existing firm's own point of view. The mill in ques-
tion is a typical one of the knitting industry. The problems
facing its management are the same problems facing the vast
majority of knitting mills. It is because of this typical na-
ture of the mill that most of the solutions, improvements, and
methods for the firm's success in the future can be general-
ized and applied to most of the mills in the knitting field.
This mill, here after known as the AB Knitting Com-
pany is located in Massachusetts within a hundred mile radius of
Boston. It is a small firm concerned with the manufacture and
sale of bathing suits, sweaters, and sportswear. These pro-
ducts are made in one of the following three procedures:
One: Yarn is bought and knitted into cloth
which is then processed into sweaters.
Two: Bought woven fabrics are cut and
finished into sport swear, namely, jackets and vests.
Three: Bought fabrics and knitted cloth
are combined into bathing suits.
The business is divided into four operations - knit-
ting, cutting, stitching, and finishing. Each operation is or-
ganized in a separate department headed by a foreman or a fore-
lady who is in complete charge of his or her department.
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The AB Knitting Company started in the middle of the
1930 's with fifteen employees to manufacture a few styles of
sweaters and bathing trunks. In spite of depression times,
there was a demand for these products and an opportunity to make
these garments and sell them at a mark-up. Thus the profit mo-
tive was the incentive for the four original entrepreneurs to
enter the knitting field.
Two of the four partners worked on the floor in addi-
tion to their corporate duties. It is felt that top management
can direct the business in a more profitable manner by keeping
close to the operating level. This combination of executive and
administrative functions is widespread in the industry in estab-
lished firms as well as in new ones.
With the owners on the floor closer supervision re-
sulted. They were right there to protect their interest and to
see that the operations were performed correctly, quickly, and
smoothly. There can be no substitute for proper supervision.
In these early years, this closeness of the owners enabled them
to learn the knitting business first hand as well as permitted
them to direct operations themselves. G-radually , as the busi-
ness expanded assistant supervisors were broken in. These men
were hired for specific jobs with the idea in mind that they
would eventually become supervisors.
Three major qualities were looked for in these men.
The first, knowing details of the work, was expected as a
matter of course. All were experienced in the knitting field
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and required only familiarization of the company's methods.
Secondly, these men had to be able to plan their
work. In order for delegation of responsibility to be suc-
cessful, it had to rest on capable shoulders. Following close-
ly was the third prerequisite: the ability of the supervisors
to assign work. They had to know each subordinates' capabili-
ties and how to make the most of them.
At first, the owners, the general manager, and the
supervisors performed many duties on the floor. They did some
of the work themselves; operators were hired to do the rest.
The experienced ones required little training; the inexperi-
enced ones received thorough "on the job" training. Because
of the abundance of unemployed skilled operators in those days,
most of the help were experienced workers. Thus the firm was
able to build up a core of highly skilled operators in all the
departments
.
The machinery in the knitting, cutting, and finish-
ing departments have remained the same general purpose type
both before and throughout the firm's existence. Circular and
flat knitting machines have had only minor improvements over
the years; the basic design has not changed. Gutters' knives
have been standardized for years. An improvement has been the
replacement of manual sharpening knives with self- sharpening
ones. Light weight aluminum heads have been the only change
in the pressers. Because most of the machinery used in the
knitting business was standardized to a large extent, the firm
did not have to fear obsolescence.
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Only with sewing machines were there many models.
Management was guided by trial and error and the advice of the
machine manufacturers on what machines to use for each specific
purpose. The manufacturers gave thirty days in which to run
the machines on a trial basis. They helped in the installa-
tions and were always available for further aid.
Locating floor space during the thirty's was a minor
problem. Many spots were available from which management
could choose.
The general practice in the knitting field is to have
mills employ selling agents on a commission basis. "Even the
largest manufacturer can not cover his market by going it a-
lone. Only by using the wholesaler can his products be offerred
simultaneously throughout the country."* Through an advertise-
ment in a trade magazine, the mill contacted such an agent to
handle its business.
It can be seen that the selling agent performs a
valuable service to knitting mills, for by definition - "the
selling agency is an independent enterprise which performs one
or more marketing activities for the mill and received a com-
mission for its services. An agent may carry anywhere from
five to forty mills. This spreads his risk and gives him a
diversity of goods upon which to draw. "#*
Thus the AB Knitting Company started as the business
*28, p. 18
**9, p. 73

cycle began to rise from its low point. Labor was readily a-
vailable, and floor space was easily obtainable, standarized
machinery was relatively inexpensive, and the products were
marketable
.
In the formative years the firm strived to make a
popular product in a popular price range. The management felt
that the success of the company rested upon its products.
Eoth the sweaters and the bathing suits were given
proper and careful finishing for better eye-appeal. It was
necessary to produce attractive garments which would persuade
consumers to choose these particular articles over the competi
tors 1 .
Size was another important factor in establishing a
portion of the market. A proper fitting garment would sell
quicker than one that needed alterations - other things being
equal.
Another policy was never to overprice the garments.
They were manufactured to sell in a certain price range or
were not made at all. This price range was a popular one; it
fitted the consumers 1 budget.
Finally, the products had to be of the highest qual-
ity that the productive facilities would allow. Satisfied
customers would return to buy another superior garment. Manag
ment was able to stress quality since it worked personally on
the floor. As the years passed, the supervisors had the same
keen interest to keep the quality of the garments at the high-
est level.
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Slowly, other styles of sweaters and bathing suits
were introduced into the line. Because these, too, were made
with the firm's basic contentions in mind - attractiveness,
proper-sizing, popular pricing, and highest quality - pro-
duction increased rapidly. This program has worked well, for
the reputation of the AB Knitting Mill has been built on high-
est quality.
Labor did not present itself as a serious problem
at this stage. Because of the abundance of skilled help, AB
Knitting added experienced workers. They were proud of their
trade and their work. The desires of both management and la-
bor to produce quality goods worked hand in hand for the better
rnent of the firm and for its employees. Sales increased, pro-
duction increased, resulting in steady employment. AB Knitting
soon had the reputation in the city as being a good pla.ce to
work
.
However, there were great fluctuations in business
during this period due to the ups and downs of the business
cycle. But the firm through its smallness and newness was
flexible enough to weather the storms. Fixed costs represent-
ed a small percentage of total cost. In addition overhead was
small in dollar amount compared to total cost. It was rela-
tively easy to allow operating costs to vary with the business
cycle.
Thus the policies of the firm fitted the times well
and the business grew. Management was able to recognize the
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signs and take full advantage of them to establish a profit-
able concern.
Two years ago the company bought a building to house
its operations. Previously, floor space had been rented. This
new plant is ample for its current and immediate future needs.
Here, AB Knitting can solve its growing pains and integrate as
it enters into its mature stage as a small knitting mill.
The main line of the mill consists of sweaters and
bathing suits. Both of these are divided into two classifica-
tions -- staples and novelties. The former is long established
as selling items and accepted by customers; the latter is new
and must be sold to the public.
However, both classes must have eye-appeal. Whether
a staple or a novelty, a sweater or a bathing suit must be
attractive in its own right. The colors and design must be
pleasing to the consumers regardless of classification. The
price must be right for the consumer to buy and the retailer to
sell. In other words, the garment must be manufactured so it will
fit in a certain predetermined price range.
Finally the content of the garment is important in
its selling. A hundred percent wool content label has a reputa-
tion to the public. The customer knows what he is getting and
what to expect for his money. Through the Wool Labeling Act
any garment containing wool must state the percentage of all its
fibers. Manufacturers of other fibers are trying to obtain sim-
ilar legislation for their own products. Naturally, this would
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give more protection to the consumer as well as to the manu-
facturers .
Sweaters have been a popular garment for many years.
First of all, they provide the desired warmth without being
bulky. Their lightness in weight and elasticity provides for
flexibility of limbs. A sweater gives a better combination of
warmth and freedom of movement than any other garment
.
Furthermore, sweaters fit well into a budget. They
can be worn under a coat, under another sweater, or singly.
They are used in many ways for the price of only one garment.
Thus they prove to be very economical.
As consumer taste changes, minor styling changes are
incorporated into the sweater. The number or position of pock-
ets can be altered, cuffs can be trimmed differently, etc.
There are a host of ways to initiate minor improvements to meet
thechanging desires of the consumers.
As well as minor changes, the mill added a new line
of sweaters to the existing one to increase their chare of
the market. These are called "Eaby Shaker" sweaters. Wool and
worsted yarns are combined in a jersey stitch to give a coat
sweater. Since this was a change from the interlock stitch,
new knitting machinery had to be procured.
Setting up this new machinery meant time was needed
to choose the correct machines, to understand them, and to in-
struct the operators. The sponginess of the material compared
to the interlock sweaters necessitated more care and attention
in cutting and stitching the garments. All in all, the addition
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of this line resulted in different handling that had to
be encountered and successfully solved in its manufacture.
To complement the seasonal manufacture of sweaters,
AB has made bathing suits since its beginning. In the thirty's
the public wanted knit trunks so the mill produced them. But
since World War II, these knit trunks have been replaced by
woven fabric swim trunks. The vast majority of these woven
fabrics have been made from synthetic fibers. As the swing to
synthetics became more and more pronounced, the mill could
only comply and produce what the public wanted and would buy.
"How has this field broadened? It has been done
generally in two ways. One through the hard work of techni-
cians who have improved the processing methods, the weaving
operations, the dyeing and finishing techniques, and the nec-
essary establishment of quality. And two, management's vision
has directed those efforts to their ultimate payoff."*
"Synthetics have invaded the wool field, many are
competing against each other. But it is not always fiber a-
gainst fiber. Synthetic makers are looking for the best ways
to exploit the market through blending of fibers, particular-
ly blending with wool."**
This change from knit bathing suits to woven ones
meant new methods and new types of machinery. First of all, the
raw materials had to be purchased in cloth form instead of
*26, p. 131
**i5, p. 129.
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being knit from yarn at the plant. This meant that manage-
ment had to learn the construction and adaptability of the
various types of synthetics. Prime consideration, in choosing
the correct synthetic fabrics, had to be given to the property
of the material to stand up in water without deteriorating and
to the proper use of dyestuffs to prevent fading and bleeding
of colors.
Management had to buy proper equipment to do the
right Job in the most economical manner. Machine manufactur-
ers were most helpful in suggesting new types of equipment,
in their installation, and in their service. For instance,
two needle machines were needed for the seams and four needle
machines for the waistband. Trial and error also played an
important part as AB Knitting moved from knitted bathing suits
to those made from synthetic woven fabrics.
At first, added costs resulted from this change-
over. More help had to be hired to handle the increase in
production. These new operators along with those who had
worked on knit bathing suits had to receive thorough instruc-
tions on using the new machinery and how to handle the new-
material correctly.
Synthetic fabrics are harder to cut than knit goods.
They are not resilient and sometimes fuse from the heat of
the cutting knives. Patience and experience were two require-
ments for the cutters to turn out correct pieces.
This heating factor caused another problem. The
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ordinary needles of the sewing machines would heat when used at
high speeds on synthetic materials. The use of chrome needles
and air blowers in extreme cases solved this problem.
In the pressing of synthetic bathing suits, the
cover of the press could not be placed over the garment. It
had to be steamed by hand by rotating the garment over the
bottom section of the press. This method takes a little
longer than the regular pressing method.
After years of experience with different types of
synthetics, the mill established certain woven fabrics as part
of the regular line. Management, now, has the function to pro-
duce at the least cost the best garment that will be eye-appeal-
ing and lie in the predetermined popular price range.
Production has increased steadily and rapidly for
the past eight years. Sales of 1953 are 30% higher than the
preceeding year. The firm has been suffering growing pains
as a result of this rapid growth. Nov/, therefore, is the time
to integrate the gains already achieved.
Some steps have been taken. The foremen have been
acquiring more experience with synthetics and with sweaters.
Slowly thay are beginning to be able to solve their own prob-
lems themselves without refering to the head office. More
concentration must be given to orient the supervisors to
follow established policies instead of concentrating upon
increased production.
By means of a regular policy that the supervisors
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can use as a guide, a proper routine can be established.
"Consider the reason for policies. They are to help each
member of the management team make his day-by-day decisions
more easily. If the supervisor ignores the policy, he is
only making work for himself because each decision becomes
a major problem requiring study and thought."*
Thus the merits of a policy can be seen. However,
only through actual preparation and effort by management can
this policy be established. This preparation can only exist
if it is given first consideration over increased production.
Remember that a proper policy will give the needed integration
which will form a permanent foundation upon which future in-
creases in production can be built.
Only after a sufficient period of integration will
AE Knitting be able to concentrate upon increased production.
Failure to unify past gains will lead to confusion and chaos
in the future.
With orderly and logical policies formulated in
this period of integration, the mill will be in an excellent
position to achieve further success in the future. In order
for the firm to succeed in its mature stage, it must start
with setting up solid policies upon which to build future in-
creases and expansion.
Future increases can only be made in an orderly
fashion. The firm must produce a proper volume on selected
#22, p. 190
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items. Diversification of the line is desired in the knit-
ting field, but too many styles can not be produced economi-
cally. In order to utilize fully their productive resources,
the mill must manufacture only its best items.
Proper volume of each of these selected items is an
important factor. This can be achieved by maintaining a
smooth flow throughout the plant. A rythmic routine in the
long run will prove to be the most economical method in any
productive line.
Correct delivery promises will also influence a rou-
tine. Only that amount of garments that can be shipped should
be promised to customers and put into production. In other
words, overselling puts a heavy strain on management and
personnel alike.
Management wants to keep these high promises and
gears up production to a rapid rate. This speed is too fast
for the workers who feel indisposed to continuous rushing. By
promising shipments within its capacity, AB Knitting will not
disappoint customers with broken promises, and it will not
tire the help.
In the future, the mill must continue its high standard
of quality in all of its garments. As operators are shifted
semi-annually between sweaters and bathing suits, they will
produce at a better clip if the standards are alike. There
would be confusion in their minds if they were permitted low
standards on one and high standards on the other type garments.
Speed would be lost both for the company and for the workers
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each time a shift would be made.
Secondly, the firm must keep its share of the mar-
ket by increasing production steadily and smoothly as the
productive factors will allow. Eut where do the future mar-
kets lie? The firm has concentrated on woolen sweaters and
now is increasing its production of synthetic bathing suits.
Is there a future for both knit woolen sweaters and synthetic
bathing suits?
"What has happened today is a revolution in the
textile industry. A summary of events, in fact, serves to
bring into focus one of wool's chief weaknesses, which lies
not in its chemistry but in its economy.
"By the end of the war there were some two billion
pounds of scoured wool in United States and British warehouses.
But the stockpiles vanished in a tremendous postwar demand.
Then the Korean War exploded. The United States began franti-
cally buying. In June 1950 the Australian auctions had closed
at $1.76 for fine grade wool. When the auctions had closed
for Christmas, the price had reached $2.80. By the middle of
March, buying by government, civilian users, and speculators
had pushed the price to a record $3.73. The Pentagon sudden-
ly announced that it was suspending its purchasing program.
Raw wool prices collapsed, jerked along, finally hit a new low
of $1.33."* "So far there is no man-made fiber that combines
*15, p. 129.
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all of wool's good qualities - resilence, hand, dyeability , and
nonflammibility
.
M*
"Wool is an industry backed by governments and
government treasures. Consumption of wool in the world has
actually increased and nowhere more spectacularly than in the
United States where the average per capita consumption in the
period 1946 - 1950 was 74,< higher than the period 1934 - 1933."**
See chart 1 for a comparative study of fiber consump-
tion in the United States. Wool has increased gradually and
steadily over the years. Synthetics have grown rapidly, but
in spite of wide publicity, they still rank the lowest of all
the major fibers. King cotton still outranks all the others
combined.
"Barring any world convulsions and assuming a contin-
uous increase in human population, the sheep should survive the
present textile revolution
.
n### All this gives evidence that
there is a future in wool, but the story is only half told.
Wool not only can stand alone, but also is being used with syn-
thetics!
"The synthetics will not mold with the ease and nicety
of wool. That is why the synthetic manufacturers in company with
the fabric manufacturers are cautiously and judiciously emphasizing
the importance of blends. Fabric makers will draw upon the whole
field of fibers, including wool. This should produce some remark-
able improvements on fabrics of all kinds and in clothing for the
#15, p. 129.
#*15, p. 152.
###15, p. 152.

CHART 1
UNITED STATES FIBER CONSUMPTION 1900-1951 INCLUSIVE
IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS
Source: Journal of Chemical Education, v. 30, April 1953.
J
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already well - clothed United States."-5^
From tills statement it seems obviously that the battle
of sole usage between Wool and the synthetics has ended. Carl
A. Sett erst rom of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation urged
admitting that natural fibers are better for some uses, the
new fibers for others, and that blend of old and new are fre-
quently better than either alone.
Table 1 is a summary showing the improvements in
blends when certain synthetics are added to wool and rayon.
For example, Dacron, Orion, and Nylon make a major contribu-
tion to the property of strength in the resulting fabric when
combined with wool. All three, however, contribute nothing
to the property of shrinkage in dry cleaning.
The case for the synthetic side of the story is also
promising. "The new synthetic fibers are playing a bigger
role in knitted outerwear today than ever before, and there is
every indication that the present rate of consumption of these
fibers by the industry will increase with improvements in the
quality, knit ability, and dyeability of these fibers. "## See
table 2.
"In the manufacture of bathing suits in 1951, almost
one-fifth of the aggregate fiber poundage utilized represented
man - made fibers. The overall study reveals that in the span
of 15 years covered, the man - made fibers have deeply penetra-
ted all divisions of the textile industry."***
#15, p. 147.
**30, p. 3.
***29, p. 1.

TABLE I
CONTRIBUTIONS OF SYNTHETIC
FIBERS TO RAYON AND WOOL
Fabric
Property
Dacron
to Wool
Resistance
to abrasion X
Recovery
from crease
Shrinkage in
dry cleaning
Pilling
Rate of
burning X
Press
retention XX
Strength XX
Orion
to Wool
XX
X
Nylon
to Wool
XX
XX
X indicates significant contribution
XX indicates major contribution
Dacron
to Rayon
X
XX
X
XX
?
Source: Journal of the textile Institute v. 43, no. 8.

TABLE 2
FACTS ABOUT THE NEW SYNTHETIC STAPLE FIBERS
Properties Acrilan Dacron Dynel Orion Nylon Vicara
Quick drying X X X
Wrinkle resistant X X X X
Moth and mildew
resistant X X X X X X
Crease retaining X
Shrink-proof X X X
Shape retentive X X
Flame* resistant x X
High bulk X
Soft and
r^l oa el Tier "f /-m r»
JJ J. tJelo XIJ.^ lUUL/H YA x
staple X
Non-allergic X
Easily washable X
Permanently
heat-set X
Odorless X
Warmth
of Wool X
Source: Knitted Outerwear Times v. 21, no. 45.
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"The actual merit of a new product can never be
fully determined until it has been sold and re-sold on a
competitive market without excessive promotion. 11*
"Results from a survey about one synthetic, Orion,
indicate there is widespread satisfaction among men and
women who have purchased articles of apparel containing Orion.
A great majority of people who bought Orion said they would buy
it again. "*# Here is proof of a growing market in synthetics.
Finally, AE Knitting's reputation has been built on
quality goods and its success in the future largely depends upon
its continuation of this policy. Not only must this high level
be maintained but also all attempts should be made by management
and workers to raise the level as much as possible. For only
by successful selling of the product can the firm survive.
Successful selling can be insured only by acceptable products,
"in highly competitive markets it is vital for business to
have its products known and to create a desire for them, for
upon these factors profits are dependent
.
M#*#
*30, p. 3.
#*29, p. 1.
*##9, p . 39.
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III. FINANCING-
In the knitting field, the procedure called factor-
ing is used by most firms. The entire textile "business is such
that factoring has become an acceptable procedure. Its wide
use in the industry casts no doubts about the particular firm's
financial strength as is the case, unfortunately, in other
industries. The first half of this chapter deals with a brief
description of factoring as it affects the typical mill, the
AE Knitting Company.
Because of the wide use and acceptance of factors
in the whole textile field, the factor houses do not have to
struggle to overcome resistance. Their services are under-
stood and welcomed. For this reason, there exists a compat-
ible alliance between knitting mill and factor.
This mutual trust sets the stage for good working
relations. Like many mills, the AE Company is very close to
its factor. They understand one another's set-up. In this
way they can work together for their mutual benefit.
It is the factor's duty to approve all of AE's ac-
counts. Their business judgment is good; AE has faith in their
decisions and has accepted them without argument. Fast rec-
cords indicate that except for a scattered few, their judgment
on AE's 8.0counts have all been sound.
The underlying purpose of the factoring system is
to produce net return on capital faster than the usual ex-
pectancy. Factoring houses do this with four methods. First,

cash is credited to the mill on delivery of the goods. There
is no waiting period for the mill. The factor credits the
mill immediately and then proceeds to collect from the cus-
tomers themselves. The customers do have 45 or 70 days credit
terms, which is extended by the mill and approved by the fac-
tor. Second, there is no bookkeeping expense of accounts re-
ceivable since there are no individual accounts for the mill.
The factor's account does exist on AB's book as a controlling
account, however. Eut this one account is a far cry from 1000
or more small accounts. Third, AE encounters no collection
expense. It receives its cash credit as soon as delivery is
made, and the transfer of goods to a comron carrier consti-
tutes delivery. It is the factor's function tc collect from
each customer. Finally, there is no bad debts reserve for the
simple reason that the firm has absolutely no individual ac-
counts. The factor bears the risk of bad debts.
Factoring has become so prevalent in the textile
business because of the inherent need for large and concen-
trated amounts of working capital. Capital turnover was too
slow because of the highly seasonal nature of the business
itself. Mills could not operate if they had to wait for their
money to return through the usual channels, AE, as most firms
do, produces one season's items well before the actual
selling season. AE manufactures its bathing suits from
October through May to go on sale in May and June. Under reg-
ular procedure, all its working capital would be tied up be-
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fore the end of April, and it would have to remain idle until
the goods could "be converted into cash.
The fact of many changing styles intensifies this
problem of capital turnover further. If the firm had to wait
until the goods were sold, it could not build up a large pro-
duction at all, and perhaps would be forced to go out of bus-
iness .
The procedure followed by AB Knitting with its fac-
tor is typical. The accounts are assigned to a factor house.
Keen competition among the factors has resulted from the
many houses in existence. The factor then approves each account
by limiting the amount of credit each account can receive
from the mill. The factor assumes all risk for credit below
this limit. This is their function! If and when a firm does
exceed the limit set by its factor, it does so at its own
risk. For all practical purposes, these limits are respected
since once they are exceeded the firm is throwing away the
services of the factor.
The mill receives credit on delivery of the goods.
Since title of the goods passes from the mill when a common
carrier receives them, this constitutes delivery. Therefore,
the firm receives credit from its factor as soon as the goods
leave the premises. The goods are shipped FOB AB Knitting;
the customers pay the freight charges.
The factor acts like a bank to the firm. Gross
sales less customers 1 discounts and factor charges are cred-
ited to the mill's account each day. The mill can draw out
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cash from the balance when needed. AB merely writes to its
factor for a check. Interest on the balance with the factor
is credited to the mill's account. This partially compensates
for the factor's charges.
The advantages of factoring are many. Funds are a-
vailable to the individual mill to use in many channels. Raw
materials can and are bought ahead of season thereby realizing
a price saving. Added cash can be borrowed from the factor at
a 6% rate. Faster capital turnover enables the firm to spread
the period of inventory build-up, to produce on a more even
keel, and to expand volume when desired. Thus working capital
is available to the firm when needed.
Further advantages accrue to the firm using a fac-
tor house. There is peace of mind concerning bad risks since
the factor insures against them. They also guarantee against
credit losses as they assume these risks. There is no collec-
tion and bookkeeping expenses; it is the function of the fac-
tor to perform these duties.
As the company has expanded rapidly since its be-
ginning in 1935, its financial needs have also grown. Frofits
over the years have been ploughed back into the business.
But this method has not been enough. Higher labor and raw
material costs have cut heavily into working capital. With
production increasing at a rapid clip, AB Knitting has not
been able to maintain a sufficient working capital level.
Like any other mill, AB relies heavily on factoring.
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All the services are utilized to the fullest extent. Eut this
is not enough, it is supplemented by bank borrowing. This
policy has been followed for years but will soon reach its
limit as "banks are often prone to consider small business as
too unsound for conservative banking to risk."* This is the
ceiling for all small businesses.
Furthermore, small businesses are hindered by its
own organizational set-up . They are closely held corporations
and "equity capital is practically impossible to obtain from
outside sources."*
"The small businesman is seriously restricted in
his recruitment of new capital. He has no access to stock ex-
changes nor to low interest long-term bond issues; his ad-
ditional working capital must come from reinvestment of
earnings and investment in new fixed assets can be made only
by paying high interest rates."** This is certainly the case
in the knitting field generally and with AB Knitting in par-
ticular.
"The entire concept of limited liability is often
overstressed. As a practical matter, a small businessman is
frequently requested by his creditors to personally endorse
or guarantee his company's indebtedness."*** This has been the
experience of AB Knitting and many other similiar mills.
Especially in the knitting industry where the ma-
jority of the units are small, this is true. "The small units
*10, p. 52
**10, p. 54
***10, p. 23
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serve the public, serve themselves, and serve the large units
which depend upon them. They are important. Their numbers
prove this point."*
The importance of small businesses has been shown.
Their plight is momentous. What can be done? The field of
taxes gives one avenue of relief.
"Small business does not need a subsidy, but, be-
cause its position is so precarious, it can not be taxed on
the same basis as powerful industrial enterprises. When an
entrenpreneur decides to incorporate, he immediately subjects
himself to the same tax laws as giant industrial companies."**
"Besides taxes on real estate and tangible per-
sonal property, a host of other federal, state, and local
levies beset the businessman."*** These include gasoline tax;
levy on communications; telephone service; electrical, gas,
and oil appliances; betterment assessments; corporation
filing fees; and license to do business.
In order to compete with the large corporations
and also to survive, small businesses must be allowed some
tax allowance. Further justification for an allowance for
small entrepreneurs rests partly on the assumption that loss
of tax revenues from this source would not have severe govern-
ment fiscal consequences. One economist asserts that
*10, p. 144.
**10, n. 4.
***10, p. 45.
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"only 14$ of total corporation tax revenues are ordinarily de-
rived from corporations having assets less than $1 ,000 ,000
.
11
*
In fact, money shifted from the tax collector would be used in
the enterprise eventually to "benefit the industry and the econo-
my as a whole. This would more than offset any loss of tax re-
venue the government might incur from a preferential tax treat-
ment to small business.
But a tax advantage will not completely solve the
problems of the AB Knitting Company. Its financial status is
besieged by an unique problem. Its shortage in working capi-
tal has been caused by a too rapid growth. Either the firm
must cut back or it must receive new capital.
The first suggestion is thoroughly bad business.
Why should AB deliberately throw away gains already achieved?
A cut back is no positive solution; but it will have to be
followed if the second alternative can not be worked out suc-
cessfully.
At present, the mill does not have enough capital
to maintain a full 50 week production schedule. For future
gains it must be able to work a full year. Layoffs will then
not occur; skilled personnel will not be forced to seek jobs
elsewhere; and temporary work stoppages of one line as the
transfer is made to the other seasonal one will be eliminated.
By producing a regular amount of sweaters each
week over a whole year, AB can cover its entire overhead
*10, p. 55.
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charges. The production and sale of bathing suits results in
free and clear profit after direct material and labor have
been deducted. Eut this plan requires a great deal of capital
to carry over the large amount of inventory in sweaters built
up during the year.
Field warehousing would not work here since the
bank lends a considerable amount to the firm eaoh year.
The bank would take a dim view upon the firm's policy of field
warehouse borrowing.
Further re-investment by the owners is the only
sensible answer, but with this proviso. The interjection of
additional capital should be made only after a proper con-
solidation period is underway. The AB Knitting must heal its
growing pains before it can embark upon future success in its
mature stage.
There are two pressing problems on the floor of the
mill that need to be solved. They have grown in magnitude
because increased production was the prime factor. Now,
concentration on integration will allow time to straighten
them out
.
First, there must be a better balance among all the
departments. This Improper balance is caused mainly by absen-
teeism, machine breakdown, and improper scheduling. A large
factor causing absenteeism is health. When an employee is ill,
he can not work nor should he be expected to work. Because of
the large number of women with families employed by the

mill, a great percentage of their absenteeism is due from
these women caring for their families. These two reasons
are usually legitimate and must be taken into consideration.
A third factor in absenteeism is laziness which must be con-
trolled and prevented.
Machine breakdowns will occur but can be kept at a
minimum by proper care of the machines by the operators and
by periodic conditioning by the maintenance crew.
Slowdowns in production from absenteeism and ma-
chine breakdowns can be solved by a second shift or/and by
overtime. The former is more desirable as it can give the
necessary production in the weak spots of the first shift.
The latter will do the same but it is more costly.
These two, in addition to improper scheduling, can
only be corrected by a central planning committee. Only
through this central organ can management establish the
proper relationship among the departments. "For efficient
operation, production planning should be centralized and
scheduling for the entire plant should be directed from this
one center. A small staff whose job is to plan, sched-
ule, and expedite production for the whole mill can save
supervisors time and also do a more effective job of coor-
dinating production in different departments . M*
*24, p. 93.
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Controls are the life - line in a manufacturing con-
cern since they show management how the business is progres-
sing and in which direction they are moving. Controls for
control sake, however, are senseless; they should be kept at
a minimum. Superfluous information will burden management's
ability in its use of this tool to direct the firm. Only
necessary information should be collected and tabulated.
A description of AE's system will illustrate this
point. Sales orders from customers are forwarded from the
selling agent to the mill. Each order is recorded in the
Order Control. See exhibit 1. A pair of cards are made for
each style and color of the various products. The sales or-
ders are listed on the second one as the cutting cards are made.
ICore garments are put into production than on the correspond-
ing sales orders in case of possible "seconds." Running totals
of the two cards are tabulated periodically. The difference
between the totals of the 2 cards determines whether a suffi-
number of garments have been cut for the outstanding
sales orders. If not, it shows how many garments have to be
cut to meet existing commitments.
The Cutting Order is made up from one or several
sales orders depending upon the amounts of the orders. See
exhibit 2. A production number is given to each card which
includes all the parts that go into the complete garment of a
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EXHIBIT 1
ORDER CONTROL
STYLE ^ J SO
^
COLOR
/ T-ST'f/ /-Zs f
DATE
P. o.
NO.
\—y / & DOZ.
DATE P O.
NO, DOZ.
/Up So
Source: AB Knitting Company
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EXHIBIT 1
ORDER CONTROL
CUSTOMER Jf 4* 4H 4L DOZ. CUSTOMER DOZ.
j L /si O /V
!
STYLE \J? J/ V color
_J^y^-—
Source: AB Knitting Company
OA
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EXHIBIT 2
CUTTING- ORDER
CUTTING ORDER
SIZE 3io ^7 V 4 T / CUT BY DATE COMPLETED
TRUCK NO. ticket no.
DATE
CUT
DATE
STITCHED
DATE
FINISHED NOTES
Od I/O
4^ 30 )4%3
PROD. No. far STYLE ^dS L> COLOR .^J\CKJ^^^ DOZ. /<^* DATE
Source: AB Knitting Company

single style and color. The left half of the card is made
out in duplicate "by the office, entered into the Order Con-
trol, and one copy is sent to the foreman of the cutting
room.
In cases of deviations of the amount actually cut
from the amount written on the Cutting Order (had fabric
from knitting room, excessive shrinkage), the reason and
amount are entered on the Cutting Order and sent back to the
office where adjusting entries are made in the Order Control
for future cutting orders.
If the cloth is to be knitted, a Knitting Order is
made out in duplicate by the office and one copy is sent to
the foreman of the knitting room. See exhibit 3. The same
production number is assigned to this card as given to the
corresponding Cutting Order. Again a single card covers one
style and color. The card lists the size, grade and weight
of yarn to be used for each part of the garment. The fore-
man makes out individual knitting tags for each part of the
garment. See exhibit 4. These tags are tied on the knitting
machines that will produce the cloth until the entire amount
is knitted. At which time they accompany the cloth to the
cutting room for identification purposes.
When the cloth is ready to cut, the foreman of the
cutting room assigns the Cutting Orders to the individual
cutters. As they cut certain quantities of each size, the
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EXHIBIT 3
KNITTING ORDER
YARN ORDER KNITTING ORDER
Lot No. Amount Size Grade Color ^^^^SIZEPART^^-^^^ / ^7 4 L
% 6 <ri Jjl
* J <
SEN T IN WOUND
Date Amount DATE Amount Winder
,f<&Lu - L-<2.
—
'
—
—3^—1
& A—
*
f —
'
PROD. No. /5L^/^ DATE ^/jic PROD. No. /J?/" STYLE .^/^ COLOR /f^4*^ DATE ^^/fV
Source: AB Knitting Company
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EXHIBIT 4
KNITTING TAG
—,
OP. 0. Jty°* 4 SIZE L0T N0
STYLE QUAN. /
Source: AB Knitting Company
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quantity of the individual bundles are recorded by the cutter
on the right half of the Gutting Order. See exhibit 2.
Each of these bundles is assigned a Payroll and
Production Control card, each having a specific number. See
exhibit 5* These cards are made out in the office from the
information on the Cutting Order. Both types of cards are
returned to the cutting room where a girl ties each bundle
of garments with its proper payroll and production control
card in preparation for the stitching room. She writes the
number of each Payroll and Production Control card on the
proper line in the ticket column of the Cutting Order. This
provides a useful check in transferring the individual bundles
from the cutting room to the stitching room.
As each subsequent operator works on each bundle,
he or she takes his or her tag and writes his or her number
on the Payroll and Production Control Card. Factory control
tags are so torn from the Payroll and Production Control
Card as the bundle leaves the cutting, stitching, and finish-
ing departments. These factory control tags are returned to
the office daily where a weekly tabulation is compiled from
them giving management a detailed in - process picture.
The remainder of the Payroll and Production Control
Card, called the Stock Control, accompanies each bundle into
the stock room. The number of firsts and seconds are entered
on the Stock Control tags as the garments are placed on the
shelves in the stock room. See exhibit 5. These Stock control
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EXHIBIT 5
PAYROLL AND PRODUCTION CONTROL
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tags are returned to the office in two groups. The number
of seconds on each stock card is entered into the Order
Control to make proper adjustment. Clearly, additional gar-
ments of first quality must be made in place of these seconds
in order to meet outstanding commitments.
Here is a good point for an individual record of
the number of "seconds" to be made. The girl merely has to
enter the number of seconds listed on each stock card in an
appropriate file as well making adjusting entries on the
Order Control Cards. Thus management would be provided with
a good quality control since the number of seconds definitely
reflects the quality of production.
Then these stock cards along with the stock cards
having no seconds listed are entered into the Inventory Con-
trol. See exhibit 6. This card lists the physical stock by
daily entries to the "in" and "out" columns for each style
and color. The figures for the "in" column come from the
Stock Control tags and returned merchandise; the "out" column
is tabulated from the stock room sheet. See exhibit 7. Bal-
ances of the Inventory Control are struck when needed. This
account is adjusted twice a year by an actual count of the
physical stock.
This control system is simple and concise. It en-
ables first hand control to be maintained over production.
Care and patience must be taken to keep these records accurate
and up to date. Efficient and responsible personnel both in
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EXHIBIT 6
INVENTORY CONTROL
V
/
SIZES DOZENS SIZES
DATE SOURCE IN- OUT BAL. DATE SOURCE IN OUT BAL.
44 Jo—f
r
%
STYLE ^ /> /O COLOR
Source: AB Knitting Company

EXHIBIT 7
STOCK ROOM SHEET
Source: AB Knit-ting- Company
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the office and on the floor of the plant are required to keep
the control system functioning smoothly. Mistakes are costly
resulting in minor confusion.
An error in making the Payroll and Production Con-
trol card from the corresponding Cutting Order, for example,
did necessitate checking. The office girl marked the quantity
for a bundle of large size garments as 43 instead of 36 and
the medium size garments were written 36 instead of 43. An
actual count of the garments in these bundles showed the dis-
crepancy. Steps were taken to correct the quantity amounts on
the two Payroll and Production Control Cards. If this mistake
went undetected, it would have shown up in the stock room
where there would have been 12 medium garment short and 12
large garments extra in the bins although the Inventory
Control would show otherwise. Only a perfect system operated
by careful employees can be useful to management.
Another positive criticism is the need for closer
control in the stitching room. Here is the department where
the manufacturing operations are broken down into many single
functions. G-arments must go through several operations, and
the many styles have various routes. Service help should be
familiar with the operations and routes for each style in
order to give a smooth flow.
For this reason, the forelady of the stitching
room should have daily and weekly progress meetings with her
assistants on an informal basis. Each week the service help

would be informed hew much work should be produced for each
style. In the daily reports these assistants would notify t
forelady the progress made. In this manner, work would pro-
ceed through the department in its proper order - first in,
first out - giving the forelady proper control over the
stitching room.
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IV. PROBLEMS OF COMPETITION
The American Economy has been brought up on the
ideal of competition and of free enterprise. The profit mo-
tive has teen the driving force of all business. "V~hen free
and fair competition prevails, business is under a constant
spur to reduce costs through efficiency, and to share such
savings with the public in the form of lower prices."* By
means of these ramifications of strong rivalry, America has
been able to progress with tremendous strides.
"in the textile industries of the United States, com-
petition is the spur to production efficiency, and the penalties
of failure to secure this are severe."** The knitting field be-
cause of its keen competition is a good illustration of the
American way of life. Firms are constantly competing with one
another for the consumer dollar. Truly, the fittest survive
this battle. "in the lively American Economy, the market
continuously exercises great pressure on the producer for new
textile products with novelty, with eye-appeal, and/or low
price. It is accepted that benefits from new ideas accrue to
all and that new development is essential if the particular
firm is to stay in the race."***
In the knitting field consumer demand is great and
ever changing. It is up to each particular firm to keep pace
with these demands or go out of business. The customer is
king; he buys what he wants. The mill, then, must cater to
*9, pp. 6,7.
**1, o. 9.
***!, p. 7.
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his wishes and produce what he is looking for.
Looking at the subject of competition from another
way, it becomes the causation of all the internal problems of
the firm. Eecause the firm has to meet the demands of the
public, and because it h$>& to produce on the same level as
his competitors or better, a host of internal problems result.
Thus by solving these internal affairs successfully, the
problem of competition will take care of itself.
First, however, a discussion of competition as it
exists in the knitting field and how it effects the AE Knit-
ting Company is in order. In this way, the relationship be-
tween external and internal problems can be seen more readily.
Knitting mills are grouped into classes, competition
wise, by their products, by their methods, and by the products'
range. Mills are classified as to whether they make men's or
women's garments, the type of knit in the garments or in the
type of knitting machinery, and in the price range. Under this
breakdown, AB Knitting is a maker of men's, boy's, and children's
outerwear using interlock and baby shaker knitting machines
primarily, and selling their garments in the (21.50 - $52*50 per
dozen range for sweaters and the $6.75 - $18. 00 range for bath-
suits. Any other mill that does conform exactly to any of these
classes both for type of garment and price rang is a direct
competitor With the AB Knitting Company. For a list of AE's
major direct competitors see table 3.
With competition coming from its own class, the
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TABLE 3
MAJOR DIRECT COMPETITORS OF AB KNITTING COMPANY
Berman Knitting Kills
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Diamond Knitting Mills
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Emple Knitting Mills
Bangor, Maine
Grloray Knitting Mills
Robesonia, Pennsylvania
M&M Knitting Mills
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Maiden Knitting Mills
Maiden, Massachusetts
New Knit Manufacturing Company
Lowell, Massachusetts
Pine State Knitwear Company
Mount Airy, North Carolina
Suffolk Knitting Company
Lowell, Massachusetts
Union Knitting Mills
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Source: AB Knitting Company

firm can concentrate on meeting those mills only. All the
above factors are important, but the dominant one is the
price range. Any mill may change its output from men's to
women's wear, or from a fancy knit to a plain one in a rela-
tively easy manner, but its products would still have to fall
in a definite price range.
There are a whole series of price ranges and the
firm must choose one where it believes it can successfully
compete with its rivals. A drop into a lower price range or
a rise into a higher one will not automatically result in
easier competition. Each price range is an entity by itself
in which firms compete keenly.
Thus the main consideration of competition for AE
Knitting is the challenge to meet or to better the prices
that exist in its particular price range. Before each line
is put into production, it must pass this test. If it falls,
the line is forgotten entirely.
A second consideration is quality. When price,
color, and eye-appeal are the same, the only variable is
quality. It has been AB's policy to produce garments with
better quality than the others in the price range. The firm
has followed this policy closely in order to get its share
of the market. This procedure has proven so successful that
AB Knitting not only has increased its production year after
year, but also it is known throughout the trade as a manu-
facturer of quality garments.

In order to keep its share of the market, AE must
meet consumer demands by coming out with new lines. To meet
competition in its price range, AB must keep the economies of
production in mind. In the past, the management has had good
imagination to produce a varied line that can be manufactured
economically. These two factors can not "be overlooked by any
management
.
Producing more and better goods means a flexible
policy for the firm. Due to the many changes in style, and
the seasonal nature of the knitting industry, AB must be in
a position to change its goal quickly. "The mill has to be
extremely responsive to everchanging market conditions. New
patterns and styles are continuously becoming introduced and
old ones dropped. The whims of the buyer are pronounced and
the selection varied. The chances of guessing wrong on both
pattern and quantity are greater. There are more competitors -
all of which places a strain on production planning and
control
.
M
*
AB has had capable men to make these necessary de-
cisions. It is here, the starting point, that either makes or
breaks the mill. Having made this decision, management must
determine whether it's selling prices to jobbers will be com-
petitive. This depends mainly upon the best use of the
factors of production.
First of all, the management of AB Knitting designs
a garment with economy of production in mind. This directs the
*23, p. 155.

garment into the right price range from the very start.
The most simple garment both in style and in con-
struction is usually decided upon. A pattern of heavy paper
is made for all the parts that will go into the garment. From
this pattern, enough parts are marked on a layer of cloth and
cut so that a few samples can be made.
These samples go through the entire manufacturing
process to determine the costs of material and of labor. Pre-
cise records are kept for these results. If it is found that
the cost of the garment is low enough for it to be placed
profitably in the price range, it will go into mass produc-
tion. If it can not be made economically, it is dropped and
something else is tried to take its place.
Some of the ideas for new garments come from "hot
items". By writing to H. Brinton, a knitting machine manu-
facturer in Philadelphia, the firm once obtained an analysis
of certain fabrics. This is a practise used throughout the
industry
.
This practice, of course, leads to "following the
leader". Garments are altered in the design of their shape,
fit, and material. By imitating higher styled garments with
economical means, the firm can place certain ones into its
price range. AB has more opportunity of this nature with
bathing suits than with sweaters. Countless variations exist
from different cutting and stitching methods in the former;
but the variations of styles are limited by the rigid knit-
ing procedures in the latter.
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Best applioation of technical know-how is in the
second aspect of the proper use of the factors of production.
The most modern equipment is employed at all times in the
stitching room. These high speed and efficient machines
give AE Knitting the production it desires.
Knitting* cutting, and pressing equipment have re-
mained the same except for minor improvements for many years.
The old machines are just as efficient as the newer models.
There is no point in purchasing new equipment for these oper-
ations.
Sewing machines, however, have been improved tre-
mendously over the years. Mention has already been given to
machines with higher speeds and made for specific operations.
It has been AB's polic;/ to have this type of machinery on
hand. The keen competition of the knitting field obviously
is the reason for this procedure. The firm can not fall be-
hind in production if it wishes to keep pace with its compe-
titors. Ey having these new sewing machines, AjB will not be
at a disadvantage; in fact, it will be capitalizing upon the
latest products offered by the machine manufacturers.
Management ability must be fully utilized. It must
be conditioned to accept all money- saving practices. Generally
speaking, it must recognize the need well in advance so ade-
quate planning can be made. It must possess capable adminis-
trative ability to carry out these plans in the most economi-
cal manner. Flexibility should be its key word. Management
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must "be flexible to change methods, procedures, and products
when necessary. Since constant change is inherent in the
knitting field, management must be willing to accept change
as the ordinary course of business.
This is the main reason why a small unit is the
best size in the knitting field. A large organization is apt
to become too unwieldy and cumbersome. A small firm, like AE,
can easily adjust to any and all changes. Thus a small organ-
ization with flexible policies is the most efficient.
In a sample survey made by the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics of knitting mills in Philadelphia, they found that 25
plants had fewer than 50 employees, 14 from 50 to 100, 3 from
100 to 200, and 4- plants had over 200 employees.
The ability to keep operating costs low is the prime
requisite in making garments fit into the proper price range.
The lower the costs, more garments can be manufactured at a
profit
.
To accomplish this, operations must be on a continual
basis. In this manner costs can be spread over the entire
year. Layoffs in slack periods and overtime in rush months do
not give a smooth flow and are costly. Only by means of con-
tinual operations at the same general level can the firm best
utilize its resources.
Analogous to this is the best combination of men,
machines, and money that the firm can afford. For the practi-
cal ideal, all machines should be used during the whole year.

Capable labor should be employed on these machines. Money
should be used to the fullest extent to obtain the best ma-
chines and the best labor. This is a practical ideal since
it is within the company's reach to achieve this goal.
The higher productivity is, the lower unit cost be-
comes. For this reason AE is always seeking the most effi-
cient labor and equipment. Lowering costs through higher pro-
ductivity has long been an American trait. "it is possible to
see that the American attitude to work is part of their history.
An expending marker, vast resources on the doorstep, the pio-
neering spirit, and the desire of the European immigrant 'to
get on' ; all these things with other have contributed to the
immense drive which has gone into American industry."*
Mass production is the password to American success.
AE Knitting, as most manufacturers, has found that this is the
best method to produce goods at the lowest costs. It accom-
plishes this through the breakdown of operations as much as
possible. "Only one specific operation has to be mastered,
instead of a series, labor lost from any causes is more quick-
ly replaced, and training time and costs are reduced. It is
the universal American experience that this practice results
in higher production, lower costs, and increased earnings by
the operators."**
Finally keeping fixed costs to a minimum plays an
*1, p. 11.
#*1, p. 36.

important part in fitting the garment into the price range.
This includes taxes or rent, administrative salaries, etc. -
those charges that must be paid regardless of the amount of
output. When production is at its highest level, these con-
stant charges are spread over the greatest number of goods.
Therefore, average fixed cost is at its minimum for each unit.
AB Knitting figures its overhead in relation to
direct labor accounting wise. For every dollar paid to direct
labor another dollar is allocated to overhead. Since total
fixed cost is known, management can figure on how many units
have to be produced to cover its operating and fixed costs.
This is a quick method to establish the break even point.
Thus by spreading overhead as thin as possible, each
garment will carry the lowest unit cost giving it the most
chance to be placed in the proper price range.
There are two methods used in the knitting field in
which goods are channeled from the manufacturer to the retail-
er. The first is selling to the retailer direct. Under this
system the mill produces for stock. It must carry all its
styles itself and ship only those garments the retailers call
for. This necessitates a large physical stock room for the
huge inventory, and sufficient capital to carry it. A small
firm can not compete successfully under this system.
The second method is selling goods through jobbers
to the retailer. This is the system used by AB Knitting Com-

pany and most other small firms. The mill produces to order
only; the various jobbers carry the stock that they have or-
dered from the mill. This method eliminates the problems of
huge inventory, large storing space, and considerable capital
tie-up. Furthermore, the firm is in closer contact with the
market because of these same jobbers.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the topic of
the shifting of textile mills from the North to the South.
This movement has been made largely by the cotton spinners
because of competition. Many of these firms felt that they
could not compete with other mills as long as they remained
in the North. The main positive reason for migrating south-
ward was to be near the source of raw material. Only since
the advent of air conditioning, could cotton spinners manu-
facture yarn profitably in the South.
Cotton spinners moved also because of their dif-
ficulty in securing necessary labor for the Northern mills
and in securing a plant site with adequate supply of indus-
trially suitable water and satisfactory disposal facilities.*
Because of the large costs in relocating a plant,
these firms had to have high capitalization. Only with a
large amount of available capital could the cotton spinners
think about moving. "Such a movement has been going on for
more than 25 years in the cotton textile industry."**
»5i p. 81.
•
**12, p. 33.
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In recent years, the woolen and worsted manufacturers
have been following the trend set by the cotton spinners. The
reasons for the movement of the woolen and worsted mills can
be placed in two categories. The first deals with the disad-
vantages encountered in the New England area; the second with the
advantages offered by the South. These two will be taken - up
in turn.
"The major explanation for the Hew England decline
in textiles is the fact that wage costs. are much higher here
than in the South which now accounts for more than half of
the Nation's textile employment."**
High labor costs alone is not the whole answer
for the higher wage cost mentioned above. Labor supply limita-
tions, labor disturbances, and labor attitude plan an important
part. Additional help for plant expansion have net been avail-
able either in sufficient quantities or in adequate quality for
the woolen and worsted manufacturers. These firms had to put up
with high labor turnover to find a satisfactory labor force.
High absenteeism and stubborn unionism also plagued many mills.
Other causes of the decline in New England wool
and worsted industry include the attitude of state officials,
the trend to higher and higher taxes, and higher power and
fuel costs. State authorities of Massachusetts, for example,
have failed to recognize the handicap of outdated social
-19, p. 332.

legislation to the competitive position of Massachusetts in-
dustries. The tax system of Massachusetts consist of in-
equities that need to be eliminated. As for power costs,
Alabama reported a cost of 7.4- mills against 17 mills in
New England . "
*
This leaves the subject of wage differentials be-
tween the North and South. One New England woolen and
worsted felt that a great differential in labor costs
existed between North and South. To substantiate its be-
lief, it conducted a survey which showed the existence of a
$.30 per hour differential in base wage rates, and another
1*15 hour differential in fringe payments.
On an overall picture of wage differentials be-
tween North and South, the results are not so alarming. See
table 4. According to the latest Eureau of Labor Statistics'
studies, there exists now only a $.15 per hour wage differ-
ence.
Futhermore "wage differential for similiar sized
communities in both the North and South have been steadily
narrowing since before the war. The North-South differential
is expected to narrow still more and probably disappear. In
any event, with few exceptions, comrany executives point out
that they could not justify a large investment based only on
such an uncertain matter as a North-South wage differential."
These other advantages offered by the South include
the following: larger supply of labor, pure fresh water, and
hospitality shown to new industries. It is interesting to

TAELE 4
HOURS AND AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION
WORKERS IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES FOR t _jLECtED
STATES DURING JANUARY 1954
Southern States New England States
Hours Hourly Hours Hourly
Earnings Earnings
Alabama 38.6 1.42 Connecticut 40.3 1.79
Arkansas 33.5 1.26 Maine 40.5 1.40
Florida 42.5 1.33 Mas sachus e11 s 39.4 1.63
Georgia 33.
6
1.29 New Hampshire 40.1 1.42
Louisiana 40.6 1.57 Rhode Island 39.0 1.52
Mississippi 40.2 1.16 Vermont 41
.
7
1.49
North Carolina 36.9 1.24
South Carolina 39.3 1.55
Tennessee 39*5 • 1.44
Texas 41.4 1.71
Regional
average 39.6 1.40 40.2 1.55
Source: Hours and Earnings, Industry Report, United States
Department of Labor, Eureau of Labor Statistics,
March 1954, p. 20.
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note that these three advantages of the South answer the dis-
advantages of Rev; England.
The South has vast sources of labor, primarily from
the farms. Its attitude is a favorable one for "there is a will-
ingness to learn and an opportunity for the management and labor
force of a new plant to achieve favorable rates of production. "#
"This was attributed to less turnover, less absenteeism, selection
of a better part of the labor supply, fewer sympathetic and direct
labor disturbances, and an eager and cooperative attitude on the
part of the workers
.
M#* Labor's attitude is certainly most
favorable.
The South has an abundance of cheap power. Although
this alone will not attract many industries, it is a favorable
advantage when it exists along side others.
The progressive and positive policy of the southern
officials has been noticed by several manufacturers who
"point out that the desire to obtain new industry was keener
in the South and that this resulted in a public recognition
of the value of industry to the region. "#*#
Governmental and private leaders of the South have
publically stated that they want new industries and they have
proceeded to get them. "in 1951 capital investment in new
southern plants reached $4 billion. Included among the new
plants of the past few years are well over a hundred new
woolen and worsted mills."**** A great deal of these firms
have located in the South because the officials there have
*5i P. 71.
p. 73.
***5, p. 105.
####12, p. 34.
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been able to grant the manufacturers some lucrative induce- ,
ments. For example, one firm "bought a surplus naval factory
at a low price and obtained accelerated tax amortization
certificate from the Federal 3-overnment . "* This latter-
benefit enabled the plant to be depreciated within five years
instead of the customary 20 to 25 year period.
Many state and local tax exemptions were offered to
manufacturers, who accepted them where available. Two points
can be brought out on this subject. The first is that many
communities offering only these special inducements do not
have any real advantages, such as labor supply, water power,
markets, etc. Manufacturers are "definitely suspicious of
these communities as prospective locations for their plants."**
The second points out the eventual weakness of this
procedure, for "substandard tax subsidies are no foundation
upon which to build stable industries."*** "industries thus
attracted are migrants. Once having accepted tax benefits
and a few years of heavy profits, they may again move, leaving
that community with empty buildings, stranded workers, and a
heavy bond issue."*** The result may be that when other areas
are developed the South will suffer the same aging pains now
suffered by New England.
Southern officials have recognized this condition
with its possible disastrous results and have taken steps
against this procedure. They have condemned this practice as
#12, p. 32.
**5, p. 113.
***12, p. 36.
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"inequitable and unfair to industry in the South and detri-
mental to the taxpayers of the State because what is given
away must be paid for by other business and individuals,
ultimately, thereby creating an unhealthy social and economical
condition. "*
In order for the South to have lasting economic
prosperity, then, It must base its building of the region
upon positive and real advantages. Large reserves of labor
and resources will continue to attract industry. In this way
"industrial piracy" will be eliminated, for the country as a
whole can not progress when one region advances at the expense
of another.
Thus New England must make attempts to correct the
abuses that have grown between North and South and to develop
its own resources if it wishes to retain industry - the woolen
and worsted industry in particular. See table 5. Slowly this
industry is leaving New England and will continue to leave if
positive steps are not taken.
As stated by Senator Kennedy of Massachusetts,
these recommendations include:
Improving minimum wage, Walsh-Healy,
Taft-Hartley, Unemployment Compensation, and Social Security
laws.
Providing tax amortization benefits.
Closing tax loopholes.
diving equal consideration to tax write-
#12, p. 36.
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TABLE 5
CONCENTRATION OF WOOLEN AND WORSTED EMPLOYEES
Number of Percent of
Employees Total
New England 63,000 62.6%
Middle Atlantic
States 13,000 17-3
South East 14,000 13.4
Great Lakes and
Pacific States 5,4-00 5.2
Total 100,400 100. 0#
Source: United States Department of Labor, Eureau of Labor
Statics, Labor iCews Release. August 12, 1952, p. 243

offs, transportation rates, and government contracts.
Aiding local industrial development
agencies
.
Granting loans and assistance to small
"business
Retraining unemployed industrial workers.
Developing natural resources."*
A great difference exists in federal laws between
North and South because of outdated federal standards. New
England must have the Congress correct these abuses with equal
and practical standards for the entire country.*
New England industry should receive its fair share
of faster tax amortization benefits where applicable. Along
with this, inadequate state tax laws should be re-written to
give industry a fair chance to survive. This also applies to
the field of transportation and government contracts. Trans-
portation rates should be adjusted so that they are in line
with the rest of the country and still give the transportation
companies a fair return. Government contracts can and should be
awarded to New England Industries as well as industries of other
regions. A stronger economic America has no place for petty
politics.
Steps have already been taken and further strides
should be made in the remaining fields of the above list. The
Massachusetts Industrial Commission, for instance, has pledged
Itself to cooperate with individual community commissions.
*12, p. 34.
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The Development Credit Corporation of New England has
done outstanding work in the aid of small businesses . Many
woolen and worsted manufacturers have taken advantage of this
agency.
Recognizing the need for retraining unemployed
workers, the Governor of Massachusetts has set up a commis-
sion, called the Division of Apprentice Training to stimu-
late the training of more apprentices.
Finally, New England must develop its natural resources
of research, skilled workers, venture capital, nearness to markets,
and excellent living conditions. Massachusetts has become the site
of what is known as "Research Row" . Hereon the banks of the Charles
River and neighboring area around Eoston are located some of the
world's finest r search corporations, national Research Corpora-
tion and Arthur D. Little come to mind. Besides these are many
famous colleges and universities, such as Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard, Boston University, and Lowell Technologi-
cal Institute, which carry out pure research and applied research
both on their own and for interested firms.
New England is the home of Yankee ingenuity both in
the form of skilled workers and venture capital. For example,
the American Research and Development Company, an investment com-
pany, was established to aid both technically and financially
young firms.
The market that New England offers makes an imposing
list. Within a ^00 mile radius of Boston there are in the
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United States:
37*9% of the population
48.1$ of the manufacturing plants
51.8$ of industrial wages and salaries
40.6$ of national retail sales.
In Canada there are:
71.6$ of the population
78.8$ of the factories
85.4$ of industrial wages and salaries
70.7$ of retail sales."*
New England affords many cultural and living advan-
tages for its people. Massachusetts' colleges and universi-
ties are world famous for their adult extension courses.
Fine museums, stage plays, operas, and a symphony orchestra
provide a wide range of the arts. There are also ample sport
and recreational facilities throughout the region.
Also "the relatively high per capital income and
the standard of living, the high level of skill and education
of its people, as well as their independence and self-reli-
ance, are important factors, Currently, it is one of the most
highly industrialized areas of the country depending more on
markets and labor supply than on its limited raw material
sources."** From the above one can see that these "basic ad-
vantages of New England coupled with a progressive approach in
solving its ills as outlined can result in stopping the migration
*32, p. 23.
**18, P. 459.
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of the woolen and worsted manufacturers.
The movement of the woolen and worsted manufacturers
has been a slow one "because the South has been a low income
area and therefore has lacked the attraction of a suitable
market. "The major force attracting plants to the South in
recent years has been the growing volume of expenditures of
both final consumers and industry."* This trend will certain-
ly continue in the South; if New England wants to keep its
woolen and worsted trade, it must act now.
"Knitting forms a distinct and important branch of
the textile industry and must not be confused with weaving.
"As a rule, knitted fabrics are elastic, porous,
pliable, and adapt themselves to shaping.
"Woven fabrics are composed of two distinct sets of
threads, one set of which extends the full length of the fabric.
The other set of threads is placed at right angles and is con-
nected to the first"** to form a non-elastic fabric.
Knitting mills have not moved from the North to the
South tecause of several reasons. First of all, most of the
mills are small closely held family units with little capital-
ization. They simply can not afford to move their plants. This
is by far the most important reason. Secondly, because these
mills are owned by one or two families, the movement of the
firms would mean also a movement of the families concerned.
Families are much more averse to pull up roots than factories.
*5, p. 32.
**2, pp. 28, 30.
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Thirdly, "small units tend to locate close to their
trade and in a labor market suited to their product of manu-
facture and in close proximity to the sources of their raw
material."* The larger cities of the North are more favorable
in these respects than the cities in the South. Nearness to
markets, abundance of good labor, and closeness to raw materials
are three influencing factors in the choice of location which
the North far excels the South.
A medium-sized Philadelphia knitting mill moved to the
deep South where it stayed seven years before liquidating. It
found that labor was not suitable and irresponsible. They
would leave work whenever they felt like doing so. As a result,
production schedules could not be kept. Its former markets
were too far away from the plant; customers did not want to pay
the larger freight charge. There were not a sufficient number
of markets to cultivate in the South, a low income, area. Also,
the mill had considerable difficulty in absorbing the great
expense of shifting the plant to the South.
"Eoston is the capital of the world's wool trade."**
According to figures published by the Foreign Trade Division
of the Eureau of the Census (see table 6), New England im-
ports better than 75$ of all the wool consumed in the United
States
.
Many of the woolen and worsted manufacturers, the
suppliers of the knitting mills, have moved South following the
*9, pp. 16-17
**13, p. 49.
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TABLE 6
TWELVE MONTH SUMMARY OF APPAREL WOOL IMPORTS OF
U1#1ANUFACTURED WOOL AT GROUPS OF CUSTOMS DISTRICTS
(clean content)
(thousands of pounds)
Groups of
customs
districts
Mass.# 197,317 75. 7 150,200 72.1 110,947 72.0
New England 208,703 80. 157,624 74.9 115,232 75.2
Middle
Atlantic 34,454 13. 2 36,461 17.3 27,481 17.9
South 10,493 4. 2 9,338 4.7 1,150 .7
Central 6,395 2. 4 5,583 2.7 9,369 6.1
West 808 « 3 614 .3 320 .2
Totals 260,363*100. 1* 210,121* 99.9* 153,552* 100.1-
*Due to rounding
^Figures for Massachusetts category alone are not included
in the total
Source: Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Division.
Circulars 2973, 3112, and 3224.
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cotton spinners. "This shift is raising the question: Just
how long can Boston keep its title as the capital of the wool
trade?
"The consensus of the wool men is that it will stay-
in Boston until less than half of the consuming looms are cen-
tered in the New England-New York area."* Massachusetts alone
imported 72% of the country's wool last year. Most of the
wool is processed in the North! Thus knitting mills are close
to their suppliers when they are located in the North.
In summary,- knitting mills will remain in the North
because of the nearness to markets, supply of good labor, and
the availability of raw materials. Finally and most important,
these small units which comprise the vast majority of the in-
dustry do not have the capital to bear the great expense of
moving their plants.
*13, p. 57.
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V. OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
Because of the seasonal nature of the knitting in-
dustry, planning must be made a full year ahead of the retail
market. "in regard to market research, the small companies
are at a handicap for they have neither the money nor the ta-
lent."* They must depend upon the reaction on current year's
garments. Also they get jobbers' and retailers' opinion as
to the "feel" of the market. As incomplete as scientific market
research is, these subjective opinions are even less reliable.
Prediction of future sales for AE Knitting is the
basic problem facing its management. Upon this estimate rests
all other schedules and functions of the firm. "The merchan-
dising department (the selling agent for the firm) having con-
ducted its market research and being aware of the productive
facilities available, prepares a budget of sales from 9 to 15
months in advance of the selling season, and then in consulta-
tion with the production manager prepares a production budget
to meet its sales requirements."** This budget of sales is
merely a theoretical goal. It gives the amount of sales that
are expected to be made for the following year. Actual produc-
tion, however, is based on customers' orders.
"Comprehensive planning begins with first determining
the product the company should manufacture. This decision
*9, p. 37.
**1, p. 7.
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is a compromise between what the mill can best make as against
what the sales department can best sell J"# Information is gath-
ered by the selling agent. They draw from their years of sell-
ing experience In deciding which old products are worth repeating.
They also make suggestions what new styles should be added to
the line. Altogether, this represents about 35% of the line.
"Once the product line has been tentatively selected,
the next step is the preparation of the sales forecast. This
forecast is developed from past sales, production records, con-
solidated salesmen's forecasts, and competitive performance. "
*
In the past history of AE Knitting, its selling agent has con-
sistently oversold what the mill could produce in a reasona-
ble length of time. This has led to rushing of the employees
to get out the work, and to broken delivery promises to custom-
ers who didn't receive their goods. The resulting ill-will on
both sides can only be eliminated by proper adjustment of the
sales forecast to coincide more closely to the productive
capacity of the mill.
The styles of the sample garments reflect the custom-
er demands as determined by the market research of the selling
agent. In designing the samples, eye-appeal and a clean look-
ing garment are guides to attractiveness. Froper weight and
feel are used to determine the desired quality.
#22, p. 157.
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Production of samples is now begun. Accurate cost
records are k^pt to determine the cost for each style. The opera-
tors keep a record of their time spent on each garment accord-
ing to which they receive payment. These records are turned in-
to the office where they are compiled to become the basis for
the labor cost of each style.
Because of the inability to make samples on a mass
production basis, the operators could not average their regu-
lar pay on piece - rate. Therefore, they are placed on a time
basis while working on the samples.
As mentioned previously, overhead is figured on a
100% basis of direct labor. Cost of raw materials are drawn
from the purchasing records. After interjecting the economies
of mass production as determined by past records, the complete
cost of each style is compared with the price range.
As the operators work on the samples, they are in a
position to form opinions about the garments. Management is
particularly interested in their feelings about the product's
appeal. These are weighed and judged according to their merit.
The reaction of jobbers to these samples is a more
Important check. Their opinions are based on orders from the
retailers. They suggest changes to conform with their own
orders. All these are compiled and analyzed. If the sugges-
tions are practical production wise and if they are consistent
with other criticisms, they are adopted. These jobbers then
submit orders to the mill through the selling agent.
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"From this point on, the mill production planning
takes over. The sales forecast is translated into a compre-
hensive production plan which takes into account existing in-
ventories and production capacities."* The AB Knitting Company
is limited by the maximum it can produce and by its available
working capital. To go beyond these limits means strains,
worries, and ill-will for the firm.
Labor can be directed to produce a certain level.
They will crack under continuous pushing. Exceeding financial
limits results in borrowing for additional working capital.
This entails a high interest expense since a small firm must
pay a high rate. Finally customer ill-will is incurred when
delivery dates are broken. "Manufacturers who keep delivery
promises will earn respect of their distributors."**
"A full system may appear to have application only
to large businesses, but even in a small business a production
plan can be devised and its progress watched by a well - con-
ceived system of quick information. Thus because of efficiency
and necessity, correct production planning is essential to the
success of any firm.
"The production manager then prepares his timed plan
of production in detail so as to reach the set target month
by month throughout the selling season. This plan enables
him to assess his raw materials and other requirements -
p. 157
**28, p. 19
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length of production runs, man hours involved, and amount of
labor force and machinery resources in order to meet his tar-
gets."*
rhe AB Knitting Company follows the policy
of staggering their raw material purchases, all of which are
agreed "by written contract. This policy conserves valuable
floor space. In order to obtain a price saving, purchases
for staple items are bought ahead of the season. As produc-
tion continues and orders come in, further supplies are order-
ed.
Accurate running controls are kept to ascertain the
need of materials well in advance. Total garments finished
and in production subtracted from total garments ordered
equals the amount of raw materials to be bought. See chapter
three. A certain percentage (differs among the many styles)
is added for reorders. This is based upon records of past
experi ence.
The mill's main raw material for sweaters is woolen
and worsted yarns. These represent 90% of the dollar amount
spent on yarn. The remaining 10% is divided among cotton,
rubber, and acetate yarns.
The practice of hedging can not be followed by the
mill since there is no "futures" market for yarn. Manage-
ment bases its decision, when to buy, upon its own experience,
trade journals, and opinions of associates in the field.
*1, p. 7
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Woven fabrics, at the present time, are the main
raw material for bathing suits. In detail, they include lastex,
cotton, and acetates either used individually or in combina-
tion.
A projection of production is made. to meet . contract-
ed sales. According to promised delivery dates, weekly produc-
tion schedules are formulated. Output is built up as fast as
possible to meet outstanding commitments. This enables the
mill to pre-ship the goods with original dating. The firm re-
ceives cash credit from its factor as soon as the goods leave
the premises permitting fast capital turnover. The customer
receives his merchandise ahead of schedule but still pays his
bill according to the original terms. Although not every
customer will agree to this procedure, a vast majority do.
Production is started as soon as possible to allow
customers the opportunity to re-order. Also, an early start-
ing date enables the production build-up to be more gradual.
Next, the determination for personnel and machinery
from the sales orders is made. For example, assume that 2000
dozen of style X have been ordered, and that the labor cost
obtained from sample records of a certain operation is §.60
per dozen. Then, the total labor cost to produce this style
would be 2000 times $.60 or $1200. Since the individual labor
cost is $1.00 per hour, the required number of man-hours to pro-
duce the style would be $1200 divided by $1.00 or 1200 man-hours.
Given a six week period in which to produce the garments, the
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average man-hours per week would be 1200 divided by 6 or 200
man hours per week. Based on a normal 40 hour working week,
5 operators would be needed to produce the entire output.
Also, if one person operated a single machine, 5 ma-
chines would be required. This method of determining the num-
ber of operators and then the number of machines is best appli-
cable to the stitching room. In the knitting room where a
single worker can operate a varying number of machines, the
number of machines is first determined and then the number of
workers is figured from that amount.
From these determinations, more equipment and per-
sonnel may be needed. As for the machinery, the problem is
solved by buying the required number. Hiring new labor, how-
ever, presents a different problem because of the fact that
the demand of skilled labor exceeds the supply. Details on
how attempts are being made to correct this situation are
discussed in chapter six.
In order to get the additional production, a second
shift can be instituted on the weak spots. Overtime, too, can
be used but the cost can easily become prohibitive. Training
personnel on hand for a second operation is a large opening
for additional operators. AB has several such operators who
are able to switch back and forth from sweaters to bathing
suit
.
This method is limited to the number of good opera-
tors who can learn quickly. It does not pay to switch those
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operators who take a great deal of time to reach a satisfying
level of output. By the time they have begun to earn their keep,
it is time to change them back to their original jobs. Thus
this method has its limitations.
If additional personnel can not be obtained to pro-
duce the desired output, it is better to cut back on sales
than to disappoint customers. Once the productive capacity of
the mill has been reached no more orders should be accepted.
Otherwise, only the strain and worry mentioned above results.
There is one exception, however, to the above rule of
not accepting additional orders. That is the case of can-
cellations or revisions. Here, an opening is made which should
be filled with new orders that have a late delivery date.
From the output of a single operation, a balanced
flow must be set up to give the desired production. This
balanced flow must operate on a smooth rhythm enabling each
worker in the sequence to be busy all the time. For example,
on bathing suits one flap girl can perform enough work to
keep one pocket girl busy who in turn can supply four 2-needle
girls
.
In this manner, the production line is a multiple of
a single sequence of operations according to the desired out-
put for the season. Naturally, this planned production is de-
pendent upon the amount of labor figured on in the production
estimate. Also, it is dependent upon the right type of mach-
inery to do the desired job at the estimated rate. Since
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machine manufacturers supply a great deal of information about
their machines, this is a minor problem. The real variable,
then, becomes the availability of sufficient labor.
The line of the firm is seasonal in nature. The
main output of sweaters is ms.de from March to October; for
bathing suits, it is from December to May. During the build-
up of one and the slackening of the other, there occurs an
overlap period. It is this time that the faster operators
switch gradually from one job to another. This overlap peri-
od constantly presents a big problem.
Because of the shortage of these good workers to
produce ample quantities of both sweaters and bathing suits,
management finds itself in a quandary as to which line should
get priority. For example, in December the last of the sweaters
must be produced as quickly as possible to get them out before
Christmas. But at the same time, production of bathing suits
must be built up for the coming season.
The answer lies only in a far-reaching positive
solution. Two facts give the answer. First, a great deal of
sweaters are staple items. That is, their style changes are
nil; they are made the same way season after season. Second,
some operators can not learn quickly to produce enough while
making a switch two times a year.
Therefore, it is plausible to use these slower-
learning girls on sweaters alone all during the year. They
can produce fast enough if allowed to stay on the same oper-
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at ion. This would become the foundation of the sweater output.
The faster-learning girls would then shift back and
forth between sweaters and bathing suits as each season de-
manded. Since a bare minimum of sweaters would be produced
each week in its off season, a small build-up would be required
during its season. This, then, would allow more time for the
bathing season.
Such a procedure requires considerable capital to
carry the inventory 'of sweaters. Even producing the barest
amount possible, a large sum of capital would be tied up in in-
ventory. To illustrate, in order to carry only one dozen of
each of the 20 sweater styles in all 7 colors and 4 sizes, the
total cost would reach $16,800 assuming a cost of
ri
30.00 per dozen.
Obviously, a single dozen of each type and size
garment is not enough to keep in stock. Futhermore, it would
not be economical to produce this small amount in the 20 week
off-season period. Rather this $16,800 figure represents the
breakeven point for only 4 days production. On this basis, then
the mill should produce §420,000 worth of sweaters during the
off season to break even.
Presently, the AE Knitting Company does not have
enough capital to enable it to use this procedure. It should ob-
tain additional capital from the owners so that this procedure
may be followed. Its advantages include continuous operation
and less idle machinery. This will lower production costs in
the long run. The problem of layoffs, rehiring, retraining of
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workers would be solved. Also, the worry whether the original
worker will return to the mill is eliminated.
Continous operation is economical to labor as well
as to management. It will provide the former with steady em-
ployment thus giving them job security. This healthy attitude
will be reflected in better work thus benefiting the latter.
Hov;ever, the owners should not invest until a com-
plete process of integration is worked out. Firm policies,
strict lines of authority, adequate central planning, suffi-
cient supervisory responsibility, and experience need to be es-
tablished first. All these will cure the growing pains of the
company and will allow it to survive in its mature stage.
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VI. PROBLEMS IN ACTUAL PRODUCTION
Many additional problems show up under mass pro-
duction that are not obvious during the making of the samples.
They can be classified in these categories: raw materials,
labor, and equipment. Through past experience management
makes allowances for these in order to reduce their harmful
effect.
The first 'of these problems deals with raw materials.
Late arrival of shipments are not the fault of the mill, but
the mill does suffer. A transportation tie-up, a strike, for
instance, may be the reason for the delay. These situation are
even out of the control of the supplier, but they still occur.
Shipments not up to specifications, however, are a
fault of the supplier. These are foreseen and tried to be kept
at a minimum, but sometimes errors occur. The yarn may not be
spun uniformly or its size may be wrong altogether. Poor spin-
ning will cause heavy and fine ends. This leads to frequent
breaks in the yarn itself. In fabrics, the cloth may not be
dyed uniformly; shading may be faulty; or there may be damages
in the weaving. These are the major errors causing imperfect
raw materials.
Many times AB Knitting can send back faulty raw mater-
ials to the supplier for replacement or credit. Other times,
adjustments are made for the below-par materials already used
by the firm.
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Two cases will serve as illustrations of each of
the above sub-categories
. Because of a transportation delay,
one lot of yarn was not received on time. During this short
delay, there was no yarn for the winder to transfer from
the cones to bobbins. The operator had to be laid-off tem-
porarily. Fortunately, there was enough yarn already trans-
ferred on the bobbins for the knitters to use. But the fact
remains that this delay of the supplier did cause a minor
disruption in production.
The second case shows the results of improper spec-
ification of rolls of satin lastex - a synthetic fabric used
in making of bathing suits. Ninety percent of these rolls
laid up by a cutter on the long cutting tables had to be removed
and placed aside because they were either spotty, flecked,
or 3haded. It took two weeks to make this cut; normally, it
would have taken four days. Lost production resulted from both
paying the cutter for no production work and having no work for
the stitchers. Both these illustrative cases are unusual but
they do happen occasionally.
Absenteeism is another factor that crops up in ac-
tual production and must be considered. Extreme weather and
illness cause the majority of absenteeism. With women workers
,
another reason enters into the picture. They have to care for
their families as well as for themselves.
Kachine breakdowns are the third type of problems
that occur in actual production. An allowance is made based
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on past experience. These "breakdowns sometimes are frequent
but are minor bec3,use of the mechanics and spare machinery
on hand. In cases of serious breakdowns, help is available
from the machine manufacturers.
The remainder of the chapter is devoted to the prob-
f
lems that are overcome by management's use of its ability to
ms-ke the products.
Proper layout is the first tool in management's kit.
"There is no such thing as a standard layout of knitting machines.
The object is to secure minimum movement by the operator."* Be-
cause of its small size and flexibility, AB Knitting has been
able to carry out this aim successfully.
"in the layout of a plant, both machines and depart-
ments should be an expression of a purpose."** This purpose
is a smooth flow in one direction. See chart 2. Wool yarn
enters the knitting room and proceeds in a clockwise direction
through 1, winding; 2, knitting; and 3, mangling operations. It
emerges in the form of cloth and goes up the elevator to the
cutting room for operation 4. Woven fabrics are sent immed-
iately to the cutting room.
Both knit and woven garments proceed in a counter
clockwise direction first to the stitching room, operation 5»
and then to the finishing department through 6, inspection;
7, pressing; and 3, inspection operations. G-arments in all
*1, p. 12.
**11, p. 34.
i
CHART 2
PRO CESS-FLOW DIAGRAM FOR AB KNITTING COMPANY
^7 D&S/cv*Tes Ttr)POR^Ry sroRtec
Source: AB Knitting Company.
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these departments move in the same direction - toward the
elevator which carries them down to the stock room located
on the first floor adjacent to the knitting room.
In shipping garments are taken from the shelves, packed
and sent out the southerly door. Thus back-tracking is either
eliminated or kept to a minimum. For back-tracking is an ex-
pression of improper layout which "makes production control
difficult and results in excess handling and transportation of
the work throughout its progress through the shop. Delays in
transit, loss, interruptions, and stoppage occur frequently."*
Management has to set up the departments and the machinery in
the departments according to the number of garments and number
of styles produced. In this way the smoothest flow in a single
direction is achieved.
"it is not hard to see that for most efficient opera-
tion of a concern, plant layout must receive continuous consid-
eration. "*
Technical know-how is displayed first in the designing
of the garments. Attractiveness, saleability, and economics of
production all influence the result. AB is fortunate in having
a qualified man for this job. This is the starting point of
all garments and is very important for if they start wrong they
can not end right.
Waste is greatly reduced by proper layout of the
*11, p. 35.
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markers by the cutters. This is the point where losses can be
turned into profits or vice-versa. Accurate and skilled cut-
ting is an absolute necessity for economical production. Thus
the cutting trade is a highly skilled profession and they are
paid accordingly.
Operations in the stitching room are broken down in-
to minute detail as the "tendency to. creak down complicated
processes into simple operations has proceeded far in the United
States. This intense breakdown of process yields many advantages,
including the ease with which 'green' labor can be trained and
quickly take its place in the production line."*
In addition, this breakdown is made according to the
process of the garments to give a smooth balanced flow* Only
proper scheduling can achieve this.
New types of sewing machinery are constantly offered.
In order to be abreast of its competitors, At must have the lat- •
est models. These fast and modern machines give maximum out-
put at a minimum cost. Also, the firm must obtain the right
kind of machines for certain jobs. Manufacturers are most will-
ing to give all the necessary information the firm desires. This
relationship is planned on a cooperation basis for the satisfac-
tion of both the mill and the machine manufacturer in the fu-
ture.
Correct purchases of raw materials is another method by
which the mill shows its ability to make the products. The
right quantity is based upon the estimated sales of the gar-
*i, p. 3.
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merits of each fabric or each yarn. From records of past exp-
erience, the yardage of fabric and poundage of yarn that goes
into each dozen of all styles can be determined. A certain
percentage for waste is added to these figures.
These records are an excellent means of controlling
the amount of raw materials used in the final products. They
not only tell if the minimum amount is being maintained in
each similiar garment, but also can point to a trend. Manage-
ment thus has an accurate and close check upon its purchases of
raw materials.
The right quantity is only one side of the raw ma-
terials picture; proper specification of these is equally
important
.
To determine the desired quality, the firm first buys
different types of the fabrics in small yardage to make a sam-
ple dozen. This usually runs between 5 or 10 yards depending
upon the style of the garment. The samples of the best cloth
become the salesmen's samples; the others are discarded. How-
ever, all the fabrics are classified and filed for further
purchases. Detailed records are kept according to their
quality and construction. This cross-indexing has proved ex-
tremely helpful in planning for new additions to the line.
A second source for proper specification of fabrics
is found from competitors 1 items. If their garments have been
highly successful, the mill may make similiar garments from
the same type of fabric if they can be fit into the mill's
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price range. This coping procedure is widespread in the
knitting field.
Labor plays an important part in the ability of man-
agement to manufacture its products. For only through g00^
workmanship can good products be made. Knitters, cutters,
stitchers and pressers are all skilled workers who receive top
wages
.
In order to reduce labor costs, the knitting field
has made it a practice to use as many women as possible in
these professions. "The labor force is predominately female
varying from 70% to 90% in individual factories. The majority
of these female operatives are engaged in work on the knitted
garment or fabric after it comes from the knitting machine.
That work Includes cutting, stitching, buttonholing, attaching
buttons, pressing, ironing, labeling, folding, and packing
and examining . "
*
To a certain extent, AB Knitting has followed this
pattern. Most of the knitters, also, are women; one cutter is
a woman; all the stitchers are females; but there are no women
pressers. In fact, all the operations mentioned above except
pressing are performed by women. Eighty percent of the total
employees at AB Knitting Company are female.
"There has been a shortage of female labor in the
industry since the war."* Primarily, that means there is not
a sufficient number of stitchers. In the mill's local area
this has been caused by the advent of the needle trade.
•1, p. 2.
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Since the war, many firms have settled in the city. They
trained their own stitchers from the pool of available labor
discovered by war - work. At present, there are 2000 employed
stitchers but still not a large enough number to satisfy the
demands of both the needle and the knitting firms in the area.
Attempts to remedy this situation have been started
by means of municipal power - stitchers' classes which have the
full cooperation of the local firms interested in the project.
This has proven successful in other New England cities, and
time will tell if the same story will be repeated. It is
certainly a step in the right direction.
Of the four skilled trades employed by the mill,
the cutters do the most skilled work and, therefore, receive
the highest wages. For this reason, they are willing to work
a great deal of overtime. But at the same time, they are un-
willing to teach their trade to apprentices. They are a close
group and want only themselves to benefit by the overtime.
In order to utilize the cutters to the utmost, the
firm hires assistants to lay up the cloth, to look for imper-
fections, etc. so that the cutters will spend most of their time
actually cutting cloth. Normally, a cutter will use his knife
about of his total time.
The situation for knitters is not so serious as far
as operators are concerned. There are a sufficient number In
the city from which AE can draw. However, there are a very
few qualified knitters above the operating level who under-
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stand the theoretical aspects of knitting. This fact exists
because of the few degrees offered in knitting by colleges
in the United States. These supervisors must build their knowledge
from actural working conditions supplemented by as many knit-
ting courses on the college level as they can find.
The problem of labor becomes aggravated by layoffs
and rehiring. Once the employee has left the premises, manage-
ment can only hope that he will return when business volume
increases again and he is needed.
The seasonal nature of the knitting industry causes
these layoffs. In the late fall of 1953 j there was not enough
volume in sweaters to keep all the workers busy. Stitchers
have been transferred to bathing suits, but the knitters were
laid-off . This work stoppage in sweaters was caused by can-
cellations of orders due to the unseasonal warm weather before
Christmas
.
The Government Employment Office receives a list of
all those workers laid-off. Those unemployed for a short time
receive unemployment compensation; the others are given like
jots where available. Once an employee finds work elsewhere,
he may be reluctant to go back to his original job. Fortunate-
ly, AE Knitting is one of the better places in which to work
among the local knitting mills. Thus it is entirely up to the
worker whether he decides to return.
In summation, plant layout, technical know-how,
raw material purchases, and labor are the main avenues that AE
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can travel to show its superiority in ability to produce its
products. Successful results in each aspect means successful
product s
.
Evidence of this superiority can be seen from table 7
showing the gain in the past five years of AB Knitting Company's
share of the knitted outerwear market. The firms' s increase has
more than kept pace with the increase of the Knitted Outerwear
Industry as a whole. Except for a single year, 1951 in which
the company moved to its present location, volume has increased
substantially each year.

TABLE 7
VOLUME IMQBEASES OF AE KNITTIKfi COMPANY
AND KNITTED OUTERWEAR INDUSTRY
Year Volume of Volume of Share of market
AB Knitting Industry for AE Knitting
1949 | 311,000. |362,000,000. .224^
1950 1,104,000. 444,000,000. .248
1951 963,000. 472,000,000. .204
1952 1,212,000. 509,000,000. .?38
1953 1,591,000. 540,000,000.* .295*
*Estimat ed
Sources: AB Knitting Company
Knitted Outerv.Tear Association.
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VII. NQN-MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS
This chapter deals with non-manufacturing problems
at the AE Knitting Company. Once the products are ready for
inspection, packing, and delivery, the assembly operations
are over. The goods have completed the manufacturing process.
Nevertheless, these three operations are essential. Strict
procedures must be follov.red to get the products from the
stitching room through these operations and into the hands of
the customers quickly and smoothly.
Inspection is an important operation in the entire
process flow of the products. It is a check on the quality
of the products. At the AE Knitting, a policy of strict in-
spection is followed to maintain its high standard of qual-
ity.
In the first step, a 100^ inspection is combined
with, the thread-trim operation. This is a natural procedure
since the close work of thread-trimming must be imposed upon
every garment. Those items not up to standard and which can be
remedied are sent back to the stitching room for repairs. Gar-
ments with defects that can not be corrected are classified
as seconds and sent through*
The next inspection is combined with another handling
of the garments. A visual inspection is made with the folding
of each garment. This second inspection together with the
folding operation is performed after each garment is pressed.
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Occasionally, minor defects will not show up until the garment
is pressed. Thus this second inspection is a useful check.
Before actual packing of the goods from the shelves
in the stock room, a third inspection step is taken. This one
is a sample inspection.
First, if there is no defects in the sample {10% of
the lot), shipment is made. Second, if 1% to ~5% of the sample
have defects, another sample of the same lot is taken. If the
number of defects declines, then the shipment is made.
However, when this second sample has more defects
than the first one, shipment is not made and the complete
lot is re-examined. Shipment is also not made when the origi-
nal sample has more than 3% defects.
The main problem of this final inspection step rests
in finding a capable foreman to make the proper decisions in
borderline cases. He must be a responsible person having
sufficient experience upon which to draw. He should be fa-
miliar with the theoritical aspects of knitting as well as the
operations that are performed on the garments in order to base
correct decisions.
As can be seen, packing the goods immediately fol-
lows this final inspection step. At AB Knitting, as is the
case in the large majority of knitting mills, there are many
details in packing.
A label is sewed in each garment (except bathing
suits) according to the instructions supplied by the customers
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in the purchase orders. The mill has a standard label that is
used "by many customers, but others prefer their own. In addi-
tion, some have more than one kind of label; this makes a
total of 200 different types of labels that the mill must
carry.
Because of the possibility of cancellation, the mill
can not pre-label the garments. Instead, the labels can only
be sewed just before the garments are packed and delivered.
This limited time always presents a problem. Personnel are
rushed to get the entire order ready for shipment in this
short space of time.
The sewing of labels in the garments by the mill
for the jobbers is a normal procedure and is figured in the
cost of the products. Only when the difference in the cost
of the special labels from the standard type of label is ab-
normally high is an extra charge made. Since there is not
usually a label sewed in bathing suits, jobbers who request
such are charged for it
.
A similar type of problem is encountered in the
boxes used to pack the garments. They are numerous because
most of the customers have their own design, and some have
more than a single type. Along with this is the label that
is glued on the outside of each box. The particular type of
box and label is requested on the purchase order.
This situation is further complicated by the many
shapes of the various garments. It becomes necessary to have
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boxes with different depths for several styles. For example
,
a dozen juvenile form- fitting trunks will easily fit into a
box two inches deep. However, a half a dozen men's boxer
trunks require a box four inches deep. The length and width
of all boxes are the same.
A list of the number of two, three, and four inch
boxes of the special types must be tabulated from the pur-
chase orders to ascertain how many of each will have to be
bought. The standard types of mill boxes are bought in large
quantities periodically whenever a predetermined minimum is
reached.
Delivery also must be made according to the cus-
tomers' desires. Special instructions and the route are found
on the purchase orders. These instructions must be followed
since the customer is king.
In a great many cases, the customer states the trans-
portation to be the cheapest way. It is up to AS to choose
the individual carrier to the satisfaction of the jobber.
"Small textile plants may not be situated on rail-
road sidings. Thus many small plants do a great deal of their
shipping through trucking companies. Shipping by all - motor
truck routes has made large inroads on all - rail shipping in
recent years because of the flexibility in operations that
the truck offers. This is particularly true of short hauls
between city and city
.
tt*
In New England, all modes of transportation are
*9, pp. 74, 76

available, but because of the advantage of trucking the
goods, most of A£ Knitting's shipments are made in this man-
ner. Those customers asking for no specific route are satis-
fied with trucking as long as it is the cheapest way.
Some jobbers do haggle over transportation charges
if they feel that the mill did not use the cheapest way and
that they had to pay a few pennies more. Fortunately, these
complaints are not numerous and come from only a few jobbers.
However, the decision to find the cheapest way still rests
with the mill. Its management can not afford to make mis-
takes resulting in large differences.
The time between the placing of an order and the
receipt of the goods is known in the trade as the lead time.
The minimum for the AE Knitting Company is two months. Its
lead time is broken down in the following manner.
Purohase orders for the yarn or fabric must be sub-
mitted to the suppliers. They, then, spin the yarn or weave
the fabric. The raw material is sent, next, to the dyeing
house after which it is shipped to the mill. Only until the
mill receives the raw material does the lead time come under
the control of the mill. Here, the raw material goes through
the manufacturing departments - knitting, cutting, and
stitching - as well as the non-manufacturing operation of
finishing, packing, and delivery.
Rush orders can be given priority in each operation
to get the goods out faster, but this leads to a little dis-

ruption of the normal flow. Over the long run, it is more
efficient for all the orders to fit normally in the proper
flow throughout the plant. Correct planning must make prop-
er allowance for the lead time.
"The effects of inadequate planning are first felt
when a company fails to meet its delivery schedule and runs
generally behind, and on occasion, ahead of promises. The
results is increased in process and warehouse inventories and
added difficulties in keeping track of the excess material
.
The AB Knitting Company has not been meeting prom-
ised delivery dates. Because of cancellation, overselling,
and ineffective planning, inventories have increased. The
first, cancellations of sweaters due to the unseasonal warm
weather in November and December of 1953, has not been the
fault of the mill. But the other two are under its control.
Firm measures must be taken to keep these situations in check
The effects of overselling beyond the mill's pro-
ductive capacity have been discussed previously. It is suffi
cient to say here that this situation results in broken de-
livery promises. Customer ill-will follows when deliveries
can not be made. When the goods are finally completed, it is
too late to ship them to the original customer so they are
placed on the shelves of the stock room in the hopes that
they will be sold at a latter date.
Volume in 1953 was approximately one-third higher
than that of 1952. Returned merchandise in 1953 rose by
#23, p. 152.
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two-thirds over returns of 1952. 3ee table 8. This extreme
jump in returns resulted directly from late shipments due to
overselling and cancellations.
Adequate central planning must be established in
order to avoid broken delivery promises and the subsequent
consequences. Proper scheduling should make allowances for
absenteeism, machine breakdowns , etc. so that actual produc-
tion will not lag.
It has been necessary for the mill to use a great
deal of overtime near the end of the seasons to get all the
goods out on time. In spite of this, all the delivery prom-
ises are still not kept.
The management, therefore, should schedule as much
needed overtime as possible at the beginning of the seasons
if demand greater than projected sales is created. In this
way, the mill will be ahead of the planned production schedule.
It will be in a position either to accept additional orders
at the end of the seasons or to taper off to equal the planned
schedule. Overtime is paid in both cases; but in the sugges-
tion, the goods will be delivered not placed on the shelves.
Cancellations cause the biggest problem in shipping.
There are two kinds of cancellations: those occuring before
packing and those after packing but before shipping. Eoth
cases, however, must be honored.
In the first instance, the mill can not take a too
firm a stand in insisting that shipment be made regardless of
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF RETURNED ^OODS AND VOLUME
OF AB KNITTING COMPANY
Year Returned Volume Percentage
3-oods
1949 I 7,694.17 f 811,000. .948^
1950 9,623.21 1,104,000. .346
1951 10,416.03 963,000. 1.082
1952 14,886,88 1,212,000. 1.225
1953 25,930.31 1,591,000. 1.627
Source: AE Knitting Company
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the cancellation. Competition is keen among the mills so that
the customers' wishes must be respected. Otherwise, they will
take their business elsewhere.
A consoling fact err, here, is the int exchangeability
of the garments. They are not identified with any particular
customer until the goods are packed according to his instruc-
tions. Thus cancelled goods merely become part of another
customer's order.
Cancellations occurring after packing but before de-
livery are more serious because of the added cost of unpacking
3-nd eventual repacking of the garments. Legally, the customers
are obliged to accept their orders, but they do refuse to take
them. The goods are merely returned or placed in a warehouse
both at the mill's expense. The courts will usually decide in
the mill's favor if legal action is taken, but that customer will
not reorder again. Thus, in a negative sense, the mill has no
recourse except to honor the cancellation.
But in a positive sense, the mill can minimize this
problem by having a quick and smooth packing and delivery pro-
cedure. Once the goods leave the premises, the customer can
not cancel their orders. With production ahead of schedule
according to the 'previous suggestion, shipments can be made
with original dating as soon as possible. Thus overtime will
enable goods to be delivered before cancellation on the cus-
tomers' part is contemplated.
Certain jobbers in the knitting field make it their
practice to order the identica.1 type of goods from several
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mills. They accept the order that is received first and can-
cel the rest. These few jobbers account for Q0% of the can-
cellations at AE Knitting Company. Thus, by getting the goods
out first, the problem of cancellation will be greatly solved.
Because of the close association of final inspec-
tion with packing and delivery, one man is in charge of all
these operations, resides the qualities needed to direct cor-
rect inspection, the foreman must possess other abilities to
supervise packing and delivery properly.
A good memory is essential. He must be familiar
with, each of the mill's 33 styles, how each is packed, the
amount of time involved, etc. He is a combination of a pro-
duction manager and a personnel director. Through brief morn-
ing greetings, he should be able to feel trouble spots in-
stinctively and be able to remedy them before they lead to
any serious damage.
He must set a smooth schedule and a fast routine
so that the orders are out in a minimum of time. He needs
competent workers who can write, read, count, and above all
follow instructions. It is his prime function to get the most out
of his workers in order to ship the goods as quickly as possible
in spite of these complications.
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VIII. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Supervisors must be capable administrators to per-
form their duties according to the policies of the company
without referring back to the main office. They should have
complete authority in their own department and should know how
to use that authority properly without the need of asking the
general manager to solve their own problems.
This system automatically calls for rigid lines of
authority eminating from the president downward. His policies
must be firm, clear, just, and understandable by all. He must
be flexible enough to alter those parts of the policies that
demand changing. Only v/ith this kind of set-up can AB Knitting
Company successfully survive its mature stage.
In the modern business world of today, industrial
relations are becoming a growing factor. It is increasing in
quality as well as quantity. Each phase is thoroughly uti-
lized to the upmost; no detail is too small in the quest for
better understanding. New phases, also, are constantly being
included under the broad heading of industrial relations. In
this chapter, four of the most important aspects as they affect
the typical mill, the AE Knitting Company, will be discussed.
The personnel function, now, has become a necessary
fixture in the organization of any firm. It is one of the keys
to survival. The following is an apt and current definition:
"Personnel practices means the company's actions pertaining to
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the body of persons employed therein. "*
At the AE Knitting Company, management carries out
its personnel policies through the line organization. Its size
is small enough to enable this procedure to function veil.
Management keeps a close personnel touch with all the person-
nel .
"An organization of any size, hovever, must have
some specialists around to answer questions about the variety
of problems arising' in manufacturing. Of course, the foreman
may be able to do the figuring involved, but how can he be ex-
pected to produce cloth if he has to spend his time figuring
at his desfc.*1** The line supervisors have been able to perform
both technical and personnel functions together. Eut in order
for the firm to succeed in its mature stage, a separation is
called for in the future.
This separation should be made in gradual stages so
that the line officers can concentrate on their primary func-
tion - production. "For those special tasks, management has
developed what are called staff departments. The number of
special groups of staff departments will depend upon the size
of the business and the special needs of the organization. The
modern foreman, however, must les-rn to work vith these aids if
he is to have high production of good quality cloth."**
Induction is a major portion of the personnel func-
*6 p . 4
**20, p. 153.
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tion and is carried out mainly "by the foreman of the department
in which the employee is to placed. The objectives of induc-
tion include:
1. To welcome the new employee in a friendly
manner.
2. To provide the new worker with useful and
accurate information such as, pay days, holidays, vacations,
location of cafeterias, rest rooms, first aid stations, etc.
3. To advise him as to company requirements
pertaining to hours, discipline, incentive plans, safety reg-
ulations and other rules and procedures.*
After preliminary interviews and manual dexterity
tests, the new worker at AB Knitting is introduced to his fore-
man by the general manager on the floor of the department where
he is to work. The foreman then introduces the worker to his
job and to some of his fellow-workers. All relations are kept
on a friendly basis for it is these first days that can mold a
worker correctly or incorrectly. "Every new employee is pleased
at a word of reassurance and most are receptive to words of con-
structive criticism in their wishes to make good on the job."**
The foreman explains the rules of his department and
gives the employee pertinent information about plant policy -
how to punch in and out, where lavatories are located, smoking
regulations, routine of pay day, rules for lunch and rest per-
iods .
*21, pp. 169, 198
**7, pp. 62, 63
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Both the general manager and the foreman conduct in-
formal follow-up chats with the new worker to determine how
well he was actually inducted and whether he was placed prop-
erly. This personal interest always goes a long way to estab-
lishing a feeling of belonging.
Foreman at the mill play an important part in
straightening out grievances. Each one has the respect of
most of his own workers in being able to settle situations fair-
ly. Only in a few cases are the principles dissatisfied with
the foreman's decision and carry it to the president. This
avenue, however, is open at all times. Only a few grievances
of major importance usually find their way to the president.
In respect to wage rate differences, the employees
always have a consultation with the president or with the gen-
era 1, manager. They are asked to tell their foreman of their
desires for this conference before hand.
Two similiar procedures are carried out - one for
time rate, the other for piece rate. The former merely entails
a direct conference between the affected employee and the pres-
ident. The smallness of the firm and the closeness of manage-
ment and labor enables this procedure to work effectively. In
piece rate differences, although an individual quite often
brings up the complaint, the decision must satisfy the entire
group working on the same operation. For this reason, the
group is brought together with the president and general mana-
ger. The rates are usually resolved on time studies already
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made in order to be absolutely fair to all in the work group.
This latter difference is more involved than the former
since a group of people, not an individual, becomes affected.
Regardless, both are carried out to satisfy all concerned.
Wage and Salary Policy is the second important phase
of industrial relations at the mill. The need for a definite
policy can not be over- emphasized. Workers and management
must know where they stand. "it might be said that industrial
circumstances of the mill largely determine policy. In Massa-
chusetts as in other states there are state laws of minimum
wage per hour."* In addition, AB Knitting maintains its own
minimum for each worker on piece rates based on an average of
their past performance.
However, the maximum amounts in the knitting field
are lower than in other industries because of the size of the
firms. "Labor in the small unit is relatively more content
in that unit than in the large one. Consequently, the employee
in the small unit is willing to work for a little less in the
smal 1 c omp any
.
w*
Types of payment used are for the benefit of the firm
as well as the employees. "The primary and universal reason
for the installation of wage payment plans is today, as ever,
to secure the lowering unit total costs on the one hand, and to
improve the earnings of the employees on the other."** Since
incentive plans carry out these objectives best, their use
was adopted and continued by the AB Knitting wherever possible.
*9, pp. 117, 118.
**8
, p . 6
.

Straight piece rates were found to be the most prac-
tical of all the Incentive plans because of its simplicity
for management and for the worker. Both can easily understand
that the emphasis is on the workers' productivity. The faster
the worker produces the more he is paid; and the more garments
he turns out, the lower the unit cost.
The only brake upon runaway speed on the worker's
part is quality. Each garment must pass through rigid inspec-
tion steps. Those pieces failing to meet the established stand
ards are sent tack to the person or persons who failed to per-
form satisfactory work. Each worker makes his own. repairs in
his own time. The employee learns that haste makes waste and
paces himself accordingly.
Not all the jobs in the mill are applicable to piece-
rates. The work may not be standardized or repetitions for the
non-skilled and semi-skilled workers. Maintenance men and ser-
vice help have an extensive variety of functions to perform in
their work. They do not perform the same duties often enough
for adequate time studies to be made.
Thus piece rates are figured for the skilled workers
except the cutters. They work with different types of cloth
that require different handling. Standardization can not be
carried out here as it can for stitchers, pressors, and inspec-
tors. Cutters, therefore, are paid on an hourly basis.
The subject of Labor forms a very important phase of
industrial relations at the mill. Most of the workers are
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skilled and take pride in their work. Some, however, are not
too particular. Strangely enough, help with many years of
service with the mill falls in the first category while the
newer help falls in the second. Of course, this does not hold
true for each individual, but it is found that the longer ser-
vice employees are more reliable and dependable than the newer
ones
.
The explanation for this situation rests upon the law
of supply and demand. Until a worker becomes an "old" employ-
ee at AB Knitting, he is apt to be choosy and independent.
These newer workers feel that because of the shortage of skill-
ed labor, they should be catered to. Otherwise, they will
seek employment elsewhere. See table 9.
Through good working conditions, management has been
able to transform these choosy workers into loyal ones. The
plant is always at a comfortable temperature all year round.
Adequate heat is provided in the winter and a sprinkling sys-
tem in the roof keeps the plant cool in the summer.
Vending machines dispensing milk, soft drinks, and
candy bars are available to the employees. In addition, hot
coffee, donuts, and other pastry are provided during the ten
minute rest period in the morning. An industrial caterer
supplies a wide assortment of sandwiches and other refreshments,
for the noon lunch.
At all times management maintains a pleasant attitude
toward labor. The smallness of the firm enables a close re-
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TABLE 9
ANNUAL LABOR TURNOVER RATE OF AE KNITTING- COLTANY
(per 100 employees)
Year Quit
Rate
Discharge
Rate
Layoff
Rate
Kisc
.
Rate*
Total
Separation
Rate
Accesion
Rate
1949 60.5 10.7 16.6 87.8 128.3
1950 37.3 14.2 19.5 71.0 102.0
1951 28.6 5.3 79.
1
1 113.0 78. 1
1952 106. 2 21.4 18.2 .9 146.5 182.9
1953 114.
8
2 20.0 25-5 1.2 161.5 170.0
^Includes deaths and military service
lAB Knitting Company moved to its present location
during 1951 causing high layoff rate and low accesion rate.
2Quit rate in 1952 and 1953 was high because of extreme
labor shortage. Workers could find a job elsewhere easily.
Source: AB Knitting Company

lationshlp between the two groups to exist. There has been
no need for a union. "it has been heard that unions are built
by employers who forgot that their employees are human beings.
They expect and appreciate good leadership on the part of
management, but it must be the type that encourages indus-
trial citizenship rather than servitude."*
Management makes it a strict policy to treat its
employees as equals at all times. Respect is the reward for
this procedure. The employees not only respect the members
of management, but also possess self-respect. They realize
that they are equal members of the economic team of management
and labor.
This policy also extends tangible benefits to the
employees in the form of fringe benefits. There are six paid
holidays, one week with pay - the amount depending upon the
length of employment-. '"aristmas party and bonus, and a group
health and insurance plan. This plan provides for a $2000
life insurance policy with hospital, surgical, and medical
benefits for non-occupational accidents and illnesses. These
are more than the benefits offered by the Blue Gross. All of
these aspects, intangible and tangible, are part of manage-
ment's friendly attitude toward its workers which has made
AE Knitting a good place in which to work.
Layoffs are always a threat in the knitting field
for three reasons. First, demand must be present on the part
of the consumer -.. Favorable weather exerts a great influence
*6, p. 16.
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on this factor. Second, market stability must exist because
of long range buying on the part of jobbers. The fact of
style changes is the third reason. Thus these three cause
the radical swings in the knitting field. See table 10.
Upon comparison of the labor turnover rates for
all knitting mills and the rates for the AB Knitting Com-
pany, one notices a vast difference between the two. For
example, the quit rate of the firm is more than 4 times
as great as that of the industry as a whole, and the dis-
charge rate is almost 10 times as great.
The abnormal high turnover rate of AB is traced
to two reasons. The first is the existence of the tight
labor market in the plant's area. In 1952 and 1953 the
firm experienced considerable difficulty in building up
a sufficient labor force of stitchers. Experienced workers
were scarce and the mill had to try to break in inexperienced
ones. Some were satisfactory, but many were not. It took a
great deal of time, effort, and money to weed out the un-
promising ones.
All other types of labor - knitters, cutters,
finishers, packers, and maintenance help - were available
in sufficient numbers. Only the supply of stitchers pre-
sented a problem. Thus one department, the stitching room,
was responsible for the high labor turnover rate.
Training costs, consequently, ran very high. This
suggests that the firm's screening process is not adequate.

TABLE 10
ANNUAL LAEOR TURNOVER RATE OF KNITTING MILLS
FOR 1953
(per 100 employees)
Total
Year Q,uit Discharge Layoff Misc. Separation Accession
Rate Rate Rate Rate* Rate Rate
1953 28.9 2.6 12.5 1.7 45.7 38.0
^Includes deaths and military service.
Source: United States Department of Labor, Eureau of Labor
Statistics. Employment and Payrolls. February 1954-
p. 32.
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More attention, therefore, should be given to manual dex-
terity tests conducted by the United States Employment Office.
These objective tests in the long run will prove more re-
liable than subjective int erviewing.
The second reason for the high labor turnover
rate is the attitude of the v;orkers themselves. Many of
the applicants were receiving unemployment compensation and
reported to the mill because the Employment Office sent
them. They would work a day or so and then, either they
would not show up or they would do such poor work that
management let them go. This- merely added to training costs.
One favorable aspect for the firm is shown in the
same two tables by comparing the total separation and accession
rates of the firm with the industry. The former was ex-
panding its labor force (accession rate cf 170.0 is higher
than total separation rate of 161. 5) while the latter was
contracting (accession rate of 33.0 is less than the total
separation rate of 45-7). Here is proof that the firm was in
a better situation than the industry as a whole.
The swings in the knitting field make business
very cyclical. A great deal of overtime is necessary during
periods of full production; layoffs occur when demand falls,
the market is unstable, or style changes are unpredictable.
Because of the unseasonally warm Fall of 1953 causing declining
demand for sweaters, the mill found it necessary to lay off
some workers. Steady employment is the goal of any firm. It
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provides economic security for the employees and continuous
operation for the mill. Eut this example simply illustrates
the importance of the weather in the knitted outerwear
industry
.
The cutters, stitchers, prescers, and inspectors
began to concentrate on bathing suits letting the sweater
production decline to zero. Ordinarily, a skeleton crew can
be kept on sweaters during part of its off-season. Eut in that
season, all workers were switched to bathing suits. The
knitters were the exception to this in that they were laid
off for a few months until the sweater production was ready
to start again in February.
The main problem for the mill about lay-offs lies
in getting the help back when needed. The firm can only hope
that former relations will persuade them to return. Non-
monetary concessions are sometimes granted in certain in-
stances if they will not upset the scheme of things. There
is no raise in pay whatsoever in piece rates; very few raises
are made in time rates except for cases based upon definite
merit
.
Employee training is the final major aspect of in-
dustrial relations at AE Knitting. In these times of labor
shortages, it is less expensive in time and money to train
new workers properly so that they will remain, instead of al-
ternatingly hiring and firing inadequate help. "Experience
has shown that the costs of choosing, maintaining, and training
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the members of the working staff of any business or organiza-
tion, as well as the costs of securing effective application
of their labor, can be substantially reduced by expert han-
dling.** AE Knitting Company follows a definite procedure
in its informal "on the job" training program. Every applicant
whether male or female is interviewed by the president or gen-
eral manager about his or her previous experience in the knit-
ting field. The interviewer tries to determine the alertness,
intelligence, and reliability of the applicant by means of
specific questions.
An inexperienced worker is first sent to the local
United States Employment Office to undergo certain manual ability
tests - finger dexterity, vision, and perception. These tests
are a good screening, process to determine whether an inexperienced
applicant is capable of learning a skilled trade.
For an experienced applicant, the int erviewer ac-
companies him to the department where he is to work and intro-
duces him to the foreman. The department head then intro-
duces the trainee to his teacher, a fellow worker, who is
assigned to train the new worker.
Certain highly skilled employees are asked to per-
form this teaching duty. This sponsor system is based on the
fact that a trainee will learn more from a competent employee
than from an average one.
An experienced trainee merely requires familiariza-
tion of the firm's particular methods in handling machines.
*6, p. 16.
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The inexperienced trainee, however, receives detailed instruc-
tion on the fundamentals as well as close training supervision.
The teacher explains to the trainee what he is to do,
how , and why. Then, he demonstrates the job and asks the
new worker to perform the job himself. "Wo matter how many
times the instructor demonstrates a skill the learner will
never be able to perform the skill properly unless the
learner actually performs the operation. Perfection of a skill
is only acquired through practice and the learner can only
'learn by doing 1 - w * The teacher will stay with the new worker
until he is satisfied that the trainee understands thoroughly
his job and can perform it alone.
The trainee remains under constant supervision of
his teacher for the first weeks. He is shown the difference
between good and bad work. All his work is inspected person-
ally by his teacher who continues to impress upon the trainee
the fact that he should be able to tell when results are sat-
isfactory or not.
The teacher reports daily to management concerning
the quality of work and the trainee's ability to produce.
Progress is noted on the worker's personnel card and is com-
pared to past records of average performance. These daily
reports and comparisons continue until the quality and
quantity of work reaches standard.
Men and women receive the same induction and
training procedures. Men teach men and women teach women
wherever possible.
*25, p. 125.
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This training by doing includes explanation of how
and why work is performed in the prescribed manner. The firm
believes that an employee with a good understanding of these
aspects will feel more secure and will produce better vork.
The effectiveness of this plan depends upon the
speed and aptitude of the trainee. In a small plant, the size
of AB Knitting, no formal classroom instruction is warranted.
The volume of trainees is not high and the cost of demonstra-
tive machinery would be prohibitive. With the informal "on
the job" training program, each trainee learns as fast as he
or she is capable.
Flexibility, then, is the keyword to the success of
the program. A flexible plan can be molded to fit almost
every situation. It can handle inexperienced and experienced
workers as well as employees learning a second operation.
Thus the training program at the mill serves its purpose well.

IX. PROBLEMS OF COORDINATION
As in any manufacturing concern, a major problem
confronting the management of AB Knitting Company is main-
taining full utilization of men, machines, and resources.
The theoretical limit of 100% can never be reached; but man-
agement must strive to co-ordinate all the factors of produc-
tion to the best of its ability. This is one of the prime
concerns of management.
Full utilization of all the resources that manage-
ment has contracted for must be an actual fact. Idle machin-
ery, laid-off labor, etc. represents wasted money. It is
wasted money because those factors were in management's power
to be used.
Proper planning begins before the orders are taken.
Management must know its productive capacities so that it can
schedule a smooth flow with the maximum use of its facilities
This schedule must be tempered for allowances in delays of
raw materials, absenteeism, and machine breakdowns in arrivin
at the production plan. Finally, proper planning must recog-
nize the time for the complete cycle in making garments when
promising delivery dates.
Because of the existence of keen competition in the
knitting field, AB must keep the lead time to a minimum.
Goods should be started, worked on, finished, and shipped as
soon as possible. But all this must take place in a smooth

production sequence. If and when slow-downs occur, the flow
should be examined for flaws. One "bottleneck can jeopardize
the smoothness of the complete flow.
Proper planning is one part of the policy that the
management of the firm must formulate in its integration
efforts. "in management usage a policy can be considered as
a principle under which members of management can make de-
tailed decisions. These policies in business are what make a
smooth running organization. If there are no policies, each
decision becomes a major problem or perhaps even a crisis."-*
Again, flexibility enters the picture. These poli-
cies must be firm but also flexible. Keen competition,
changing styles, seasonal nature of wearing apparel make this
fact obvious. A mill in the knitting field having rigid poli
cies would be doomed to failure.
For this reason, management buys versatile equip-
ment. Machinery that can do more than one operation is more
valuable than a single purpose machine. The true value of
sewing machines, for example, lies in their ability to per-
form many operations. This brings one advantage of flexibil-
ity to a successful end, namely, a "small unit may change its
process or method much more quickly and with less cost than
that of the large unit. This gives it somewhat of a. market
advantage, especially if it is turning out a style product. "#
Having these flexible machines gives AE the opportunity to
change their methods quickly and easily.
#22, p. 141.
**9, pp. 51, 52.
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The fact that these sewing machines are individually
powered adds to their flexible nature. They can be arranged
in many sequences to give the desired flow since movement pre-
sents no problem. Each has individual electric motor powered
from overhead feedrails. This makes the number of sewing mac-
hines operating at one time or another an important variable.
Such a description leads to another advantage of flexibility:
"Overhead is not heavy relatively because of comparatively
low maintenance costs. 11 * Idle machinery, thus, does not run;
their wear, therefore, is less.
Naturally, this permits easy increase or decrease
of the number of machines according to customers' changes in
demand. When business conditions call for increased produc-
tion, it is an easy matter to run more machines. AB has had
individual powered sewing and knitting machines since the war.
Their installation has proved Invaluable.
Labor, too, is versatile. Its ability to switch
between bathing suits and sweaters permits steady employment
and continuous operation over the calender year. Thus opera-
tives are eager to learn a second operation; some of them can
perform a multiple of operations since they mastered certain
machines that perform many operations.
Finally, management must be versatile. It must have
a flexible attitude to the point where it accepts and meets
all these changes in the knitting field as a matter of ordinary
course of business. For example, in 1951 when there was no
market for sweaters, management decided to make fur collared
*9, pp. 51, 52
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jackets. Although this was temporary, management had to have
the capabilities to direct this change and the ability to pro-
duce the garments economically.
In the past the firm has been grossing over a million
dollars a year on $200,000. capital. A great deal of bank bor-
rowing has been necessary to operate at this volume. This
policy should not continue. The fact that borrowing almost
equals the capitalization means that now is the time to con-
centrate on integrating past gains instead of added new in-
crease upon the old.
The amount of sales is high enough for the amount
of capitalization. First, th3 volume of business must level
off and the firm strengthen its advances. This has been men-
tioned in detail before and it must be done for another rea-
son. The firm must take stock of itself so that additional
funds may be invested by the owners. This is necessary for
the firm to continue on a sound financial basis into its
mature stage. The present capitalization is far too low
for expected future volume.
This chapter now turns to a discussion, of the sub-
ject of research. Methods to a large degree are standardized
in the knitting field. Any improvements are minor and usually
only are adaptable to the inventor firm. For this reason, AB
Knitting has no definite project for methods research. It
tries to solve problems and to make improvements as the need
arises. Capable, experienced, and imaginative general manager
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and machinist are the two assets the firm carries for its
research.
Improving existing products is an important part in
the informal research program. Many ideas come from competi-
tors' items or from the firm's own products. Accurate know-
how of the market as well as considerable imagination is re-
quired to choose the proper styles. Here is the place where
the mill can out distance its competitors. It is necessary
for a firm to produce better products to progress in business.
The remainder of the chapter discusses the associ-
ation of the firm with the knitting trade. AB is a member of
the National Knitted Outerwear Association whose weekly news-
paper informs all the members about new events in the field.
The firms banded together to form this trade assoc-
iation to solve mutual problems. Besides the newspaper, sem-
inars are conducted by the regional chapters twice a year.
G-uest speakers are called upon to talk about some aspect in
the Industry. These meetings enable interchange of ideas a-
mong members along general topics. Knitters are reluctant
to reveal specific tricks of the trade.
The association represents the entire Industry con-
cerning legislation. It informs members of coming laws and
their potential results as well as stating those laws already
passed. In this respect, its influence is a force to be reck-
oned with as it has the power to arouse its members. For ex-
ample, it was instrumental in getting the V/ool Labeling Act
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through Congress. Also, the refusal to accept worn bathing
suits as return goods was promulgated by the association.
This was done for sanitary reasons to protect the consumers.
The association acts also as spokesman for the in-
dustry for specifications in military contracts. This avoids
the confusion of individual correspondence to clear up de-
tailed aspects. No negotiations, however, are made by the as-
sociation; these are handled by the individual firms.
National Sweater Week is the creation of the assoc-
iation. Interest in sweaters is aroused by a co-ordinated cam-
paign. Space is bought in newspapers, magazine, etc. depic-
ting movie stars rearing all types of sweaters. This follow-
the-leader advertising is paid by special assessments charged
to the members. This campaign has proved more successful for
women's sweaters than for men's because of the style factor.
Besides interpreting laws, the association prints in
its newspaper information on new equipment. These technical
articles merely scratch the surface and serve to arouse the
readers' curiosity. If interested, the readers can obtain
details on their own. Surveys on business and style trends
are also published. These serve as a guide to the members.
Relations with individual firms is another matter
entirely. They all are striving for the consumer dollar and
it is a case of "me first". Many firms will employ unethical
methods in this race; but they will not use illegal ones.
They have the natural desire to receive as much as possible
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for tlieir products and to pay as little as possible for
raw materials, machinery, and labor in order to make the
largest profit. Strong rivalry characterizes the knitting in-
dustry because of the many small firms. Thus they are flex-
ible enough to change with the wind in the chase for the elu-
sive dollar. Competition is keen, but not cut-throat.
The majority of the mills are located in the large
cities of Hew York and Philadelphia; many are located in Hew
England. See chart 3. There are separate labor markets for
the mills in New York and Philadelphia and for those in New
England. The wage rates and the rents are higher in the for-
mer and the power rates are higher in the latter.
A small firm in New England, like AB Knitting, has
the advantage of obtaining neighborhood labor. Many of the
help 3,t the mill live within walking distance of the plant.
Transportation to and from the factory in the large cities is
both expensive and time consuming. Thus labor in New England
is abundant, although scarce in some skills, since it does
not compete with the large cities. Their availability depends
upon the means with Which they are used to getting to and
from work. New Englanders expect no excessive traveling and
ample transportation facilities. Except for those within
walking distance of the plant, most workers drive or take the
bus. Nearness to the factory is certainly an intangible fac-
tor in the morale of the worker that is absent in the large -
city - workers. New England has many good points to offer as a
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location for a small knitting mill.
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CHART 3
DISTRIBUTION OF UNITED STATES KNITTING MILLS BY
REGION IN 1946 AND 1952
(NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE)
RZGION
ENGLAND
MIDDLE.
Atlantic
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West
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"Sourc*: Davidson's Knit Goods Trad*. 56th and 62nd Annuals.
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X. CONCLUSIONS
A3 Knitting Company, is a small rapidly growing
knitting mill. Through the formative years the original found-
ers have been able to direct it successfully. But it has
reached that stage of development known as the mature stage.
The volume of sales has climbed over a million and
a half dollars on a capitalization of $2oo,ooo. Clearly, this
working capital position is far too low for the firm to expand
production any further. I have recommended that additional
capital be interjected by the owners into the business only
after a complete integration program has taken place.
The main purpose of this program is to transform
the mill out of the leadership of a few men into the guidance
of a well-organized company.
First of all, there is need for definite policies
that all supervisors can follow in carrying out their admin-
istrative functions. These policies should act as guides
upon which the foreman make their decisions in their own de-
partments. If they are clear, understandable, and just, they
will enable the foreman to make their own decisions instead of
referring back to the main office. In this way, each depart-
ment will become independent in the sense that its own fore-
man can run it himself.
This would leave top-management time to consider the
coordination of the various departments and 0ver-3.ll plant
direction. There would also be time for top -management to
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examine its policies periodically. They are not infallible
or rigid and must be allowed to be discussed and criticized
by those on the operative level. Only through constructive
criticism and positive analysis based on actual working con-
ditions can these policies blend into desired rules.
Heretofore, production planning has been weak and
indefinite. It must be strengthened by centralizing produc-
tion for the entire plant. Progress reports from the various
departments should be turned in to this center daily. A week-
ly production record then can be formed for all the depart-
ments. In this way weak spots in the production flow through-
out the plant can be checked before a crisis arises. The cen-
tralized production staff can do a better job coordinating pro-
duction among the different departments in order to give a
smooth flow throughout the entire plant.
The duties of a planning staff are as follows:
1. To receive orders from the selling
agent. AB must be careful not to accept mere orders than their
productive capacity will allow. An overloaded plant can not
run smoothly.
2. To determine and help obtain necessary
raw materials. Allowances must be made for possible delays at
the suppliers' plant or enroute.
3. To make sure that the necessary equip-
ment and labor are available. Here machine breakdowns and ab-
senteeism must be allowed for to arrive at a practical estimate
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of production.
4. To schedule production so that all
orders will be complete on time. It is extremely important
for all customers to receive their goods on or before the
proper delivery date.
5. To fit the orders smoothly into various
processes, . In the long run, only a smooth flow of production
from department to department and from operation to operation
in each department, is most efficient and most economical.
6. To follow-up production schedules to
see that the orders are running according to the time-table
and are up to quality standards. Daily reports from each de-
partment will inform the planning staff as to progress so that
they may act accordingly.
Since inventory of raw materials, work- in-process
and finished goods account for ouch a large amount of working
capital, proper control methods must be established and carried
out to obtain maximum investment from this capital. Eetter
control not only will eliminate a great deal of waste, dis-
honesty, and carelessness, but also will reduce the amount of
working capital in excessive and/or dead inventory.
In management -worker relations good morale is very
important as it is ultimately reflected in the profit picture.
A happy labor force will tend more to get the work done on
schedule than a disgruntled one. AB Knitting is already con-
sidered as a good place to work in the area. This favorable
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community relation must be maintained in the future.
Good morale can exist only by means of certain con-
ditions that are favorable to its development. Human attitudes,
friendly relationship, adequate frinse benefits, and good work-
ing conditions are some of these conditions at the mill.
As the firm enters into its mature stage, the methods
of carrying out the personnel function adequately must also
advance. A single director of a personnel department for the
entire plant has been proved through experience in American
business as the best method in administrating personnel prac-
tices. Modern techniques give the employees proper treatment
and are the most economical methods in the long run.
The high labor turnover must be reduced. Because
of the seasonal nature of the knitting field, this is apt to
be difficult. However, by greater reliance upon objective
manual dexterity tests, unsatisfactory help can be discovered
and discounted before actually being hired. Training costs would
decline as a result.
Management must take the attitude of cooperating ful-
ly with labor. It must reject the antagonistic attitude and
prove to labor that both of them must work together harmon-
iously if success is to be obtained. \Faen management shows
proper leadership toward labor, the workers will come to lose
their distrust and suspicions. It is management who must make
the first overture to establish a long, friendly, and close
working relationship to carry the firm through its mature stage.

In this paper the AE Knitting Company has served as
an illustration in the quest for survival. The firm must
strengthen its advances by means of a thorough integrative
effort to pull it from its formative years into its mature
stage. Naturally, proven management techniques must be includ
ed to establish proper lines of authority, plant policies, cap
able supervisors, adequate personnel practices, and central
production planning. AB Knitting Company with problems both
particular to the industry and general in nature has served as
case in point. Any firm in order to succeed must first recog-
nize its problems, analyze them, formulate modern techniques,
and then apply these techniques fully.
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